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November 22,1999
MikeHoglund BY:m"uv Z 4 jggg
Transportation
Metro
600 NE Grand Ave.
Portland, Oregon 97232-1736
Dear Mike Hoglund:
Last Friday I phoned Metro requesting to speak to the "Bike and Pedestrian " planner, and
was pleased to be connected with you. You informed me that your B/P planner was out-
for a week or so, and to write. Following are some of the questions, concerns and
suggestions we discussed:
Re: The "string of orange/yellow pearls" denoting a Regional Bike and Pedestrian Path
from the existing Bike/Ped path south of the Portland Golf Course to the Raleigh Hills
major intersection of Oleson Road, Scholls Ferry and Beaverton Hillsdale Highway.
(Figures 1.18 and 1.19)
1. Do you have a larger map delineating exactly where you are proposing that path?
2. Are the yellow/orange circles a conceptual location, or specific?
3. I realize there is a proposed Greenway along Fanno Creek, and I accept and support
a riparian corridor for the purpose of restoring Fanno... it's fish and critters as well as
encouraging the natural habitat. However, I do not support nor do I want a bike/ped path
in the area adjacent to existing single family homes, flood plains, wetland and riparian
areas.
4. At the present time Washington County residents are paying into MSTIP to
specifically provide bike facilities as well as sidewalks along Oleson Road.
5. Alternatives:
a. Why isn't the existing path shown as extending on to Garden Home Recreation
Center at Garden Home Road and Oleson, a Main Street? The path has been in existence
for years, and will be officially upgraded to meet standards next year. The hope has been
that it would extend to Multnomah Blvd. and proceed from there.
b. If you are looking for a connection to the Raleigh Hills intersection, from the
almost completed existing path location, why not turn east on Vermont to the "being paid
for" Oleson Road bike/ped facilities, or put a widened green corridor along Oleson in the
Tualatin Hills Park property?
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c. Better yet. Ifyou must come to Raleigh Hills, continue the bike/ped path up Nicol
to Laurelwood, and thence to the Core of the Raleigh Hills Town Center, Fred Meyer.
Laurelwood is already tagged as a bike street, and there are off street markings on Nicol
for bike/ped use already.
d. I understand there is "talk" of going along Vermont and through somehow to another
old rail road right-of-way (the Red line?) and to continue on to Terwilliger. Although I
do not know any details, this makes more sense for a Regional Trail than "winding up" at
Kamikaze corners.
6. More disruptions:
In addition to the intrusion into flood plain, riparian areas, and wetlands, too many
bridges would be required. They would also have to be large, long structures if Fanno is
to be crossed near where Fanno Creek and (I think it's called) Vermont Creek converge.
As I mentioned, you can go "brown" water rafting through there during the winter, and it
always floods adjacent lands.
I am aware of the 50 foot buffer protection for the creek. I just hope that refers to
bike/ped paths and bridges, as well as other structures. Are they required to be at least 50
feet from the creek as well? 150 feet? Further?
I really am tired of "fishing" out the human 'varmints' that fall into the creek. It is
dangerous. Not only have I rescued small children who have fallen in over their heads
during heavy rainfall, but many a shoe has been left in the deep mud after losing one's
balance at the water's edge, or digging in the side banks during lower flow. And I
haven't even mentioned the kids rafting down, shooting all the nutria/baby beavers in
sight.
For all the above reasons, I hope you do not locate a Regional Bicycle and Pedestrian
Path in the Fanno Creek Greenway that is planned for Fanno Creek , adjacent to the
single family homes in the Montclair neighborhood. Do connect your Regional Paths to
other existing, or planned for on street paths in the area.
Thank you for your consideration in this matter. I look forward to a response to my
questions and concerns. Thank you.
Sincerely,
Pat McGuinn
7180 S.W. Willowmere Drive
Portland, Oregon 97225
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Tri-Met Mass Transit ,\!0\/ 2&
4012 SE 17th St.
Portland, OR 97202 EXECUTIVE
METRO
600 NE Grand Ave.
Portland, OR 97232
23-November-99
Dear Tri-Met/METRO:
I am asking you to be a bit open-minded here and consider a solution to some Portland's future
problems. The suggestions forthcoming here are bold, different and may be unpopular but I
believe it will prove helpful in planning the future of our community and your business.
I am a Tri-Met rider only because my work gives me a discounted annual pass, and provides no
parking. Having ridden the bus for quite some time now I have had ample opportunity to observe
how things flow and have developed some ideas I'd like to share and promote.
The current situation:
1. At my place of employment (Pill Hill) where parking is tight and bus passes are available still
less than 50% of people ride mass transit.
2. It takes me 1 hour to get to/from work each day. If I drive myself and risk the Parking Police
it takes 20-30 minutes!
3. I drive my car to a Park and Ride. {It does little good for the environment or for traffic flows
if we all drive our cars each day to a closer, faster, more convenient bus stop.}
4. The Tri-Met computer gives me a 1:20 to 2:18 hour commute each day door to door!
Did it occur to anyone that more people would take mass transit if it were more convenient?
Tri-Met's annual pass is normally >$400-. If I worked 365 days per year and PAID for the bus it
would cost me about the same. Who works that much? Did it occur to anyone that more
people would take mass transit if it were cheaper?
I will propose a way to cut transit costs and yet boost Tri-Met revenue. AND we will make mass
transit more convenient while keeping cars off the road! This is a 3-part solution, please bare
with me.
Part One:
Tri-Met needs to basically dump all their current stock of big, behemoth, awkward, can't
turn around, traffic-snarling busses! (Sorry) They should maintain a fleet of 5-6 times as many
buses. The small, ergonomic, maneuverable minis. Called The Local, these buses are great and
must be cheaper to maintain! They are ideal for traffic and commuting. Isn't that the point of
transit? The workable solution here is that buses must run every 5 minutes! Please don't tune
out here, there is more worth hearing.
Part Two:
I picture Glisan, Sandy, Stark or any other road in town looking like SW 5th mall at rush
hour. If you miss a bus you can see another one coming! The way this works is that streets in
town are at least half (or more) committed to bus traffic. Picture Glisan as a one-lane road.
Buses run every 5 minutes, some stop at every-other odd block, others stop every 20 blocks at
even numbers, others stop at major crossings, (181, 162, 148, 102, 82, 60, 39 20) others are
express. Eight stops and 30 minutes from Gresham? Meanwhile, with the Banfield and major
streets at one snarled lane and 60+ minutes, taking the bus in sounds great! The plan could be
called 10-10-80. Less than 10 blocks, less than 10 minutes for 80% of the population.
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Part Three:
Let's tell a story. Currently I leave home at 7:00 and can get to work by 7:40 without the
bus. It I drive to MAX I leave at 7:00 and get to work by 8:40. Do the math!
Now a new story: Out my door at 7:00, catch a mini to Clackamas. Catch a downtown
express (remember, every 5-10 minutes) getting me there by, say 8:00. Another express to "Pill
Hill" by say, 8:20. Still slower than my current car but if Sunnyside and 224 were only one lane,
driving may have taken 2 or more hours. We have just switched places. Suddenly my car
takes twice as long as the bus instead of the current numbers! Don't you think more people
would ride then?
Suddenly I only need my car for those trips to Seattle - Oh, I forgot about the train that
takes 3 hours and runs every 90 minutes, 6x/day. Well, for a three-hour train ride I could have
driven to Vancouver on the one-lane 1-205.. (One for cars, one for trucks and one for buses).
Okay, suddenly I only need my car for those tri-yearly trips to Walla Walla.
In summary, if mass transit were quick and close to home, and if driving my car were a
pain in the , I'd take the bus! Suddenly "driving sucks" and 75% of the city rides Tri-
Met. We have trains and mini buses flying all over town. A bus ride to downtown takes 40
minutes and an .express to the beach takes 2 hours. My car to Beaverton could take 2 hours!
Suddenly a year bus pass is only $100- because of the greater utilization.
I truly don't see you shutting down highways to make way for frequent, convenient buses
but I also don't see you very committed to the future of commuters or the environment!
Ron Blehm
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RE: Westside Economic Alliance Comments on the Regional Transportation Plan
The Westside Economic Alliance (Alliance) has had the opportunity to review and consider the
November 5, 1999 Draft Regional Transportation Plan (RTP). We have discussed this document
with our Transportation Committee and our Board. We recognize the importance of this
document for future transportation policy and funding decisions. If the region is to achieve the
growth concept presented in the 2040 Plan, transportation facilities must be provided to meet and
keep pace with the mobility demands of residents and businesses. If we are unable to address our
future transportation needs we believe that the region's ability to attain the goals of the 2040 Plan
will be severely limited. The Ailliance has consistently placed improving the transportation
system as one of its highest priorities for our members. We have, and will continue to be, very
active locally and regionally to find solutions to our transportation needs. We look forward to
working with Metro and its regional partners following the RTP adoption to implement many of
the recommendations in the Plan.
Strategic System Plan
The Alliance recognizes the need to identify the region's most critical improvement needs
through the Strategic System Plan. Given the fact that the Strategic System Plan appears to be the
recommendation of the RTP, the Alliance believes that Metro needs to clearly articulate to the
public the following:
• The implications of the Strategic Plan in terms of system performance;
• How much it will cost to implement the Strategic Plan;
• What the revenue expectations are over the 20-year period and how much of a shortfall
occurs; and
• What funding strategies the region will pursue to address the shortfall.
System Performance
We support developing a vision for the region's future through the Strategic System Plan. The
RTP needs to set a vision for the region to attain over the next twenty years. However, we
believe that the public needs to recognize that the Strategic System Plan reflects a reduction in the
level of performance of the region's transportation system over today's level of service.
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Regional performance measures have been reduced to allow a higher level of peak hour congestion to be
considered as acceptable in the future. While this may be an unavoidable consequence of a variety of
factors including the region's growth, increased densities and the lack of transportation funding, we believe
that the public and local decision-makers need to recognize it will now be adopted regional policy to accept
a higher level of congestion. Put another way, the region will now accept and plan for a lower standard for
future transportation services in the region.
This is disturbing from-our perspective because, as it has often been stated, our region's livability is one of
the main attractions for retaining existing and attracting new business. Our fear is that, absent effective
regional and local policy to aggressively find solutions (and funding) to our transportation problems, the
region's quality of life will be severely compromised.
We are also concerned about the performance of the transportation system during off-peak (or mid-day)
hours. The RTP has evaluated the peak hour performance of the transportation system, but has not
evaluated how the system performs during mid-day periods. We are concerned that commercial mobility
during the mid-day periods will be threatened as peak periods are extended. Many businesses have
adjusted to existing congestion during the'peak hours by focusing deliveries, shipping and business
activities during the mid-day period. An analysis of the transportation system's performance during the
mid-day period should be conducted. This analysis may change either the priority or timing of certain
improvements in order to maintain a high level of service during off-peak hours.
Project Funding
Both the Preferred System and the Strategic System are dramatically underfunded. This is obviously not a
surprise. A 20-year plan will contain many more projects than current funding levels can support.
However, we feel that more attention should be given in the RTP to funding alternatives and mechanisms.
Chapter 4 of the RTP identifies a series of Potential New Revenue Sources, but makes no recommendations
on which of these sources should be pursued by the region. Rather than leave future funding as an open
question, the RTP should provide direction on a preferred approach to close the funding gap over the 20-
year period. For instance, given the recent difficulties at the state level to secure transportation funding and
the large funding gap, should the region take another look at a local funding package for regional highways
and arterials? The RTP could establish a process and set of criteria that would be considered if a regional
funding program was pursued.
The funding shortfall is the most critical outstanding issue that the RTP does not address. Previous regional
transportation plans, as well as local transportation plans, have clearly identified the funding gap with
future project needs. The region has always been good at identifying future project needs and documenting
funding shortfalls. Where the region usually comes up short is the identification and commitment to a
funding strategy to meet the region's project needs. We recognize that developing a consensus funding
strategy is a difficult task. However, without a funding strategy, or at least an adopted approach and
commitment to develop a strategy, the RTP leaves the largest transportation issue facing the region
unanswered.
The Alliance is also concerned that without a clearly articulated plan and commitment to secure funding for
the transportation system that the region's ability to attain the goals of the 2040 Plan will be severely
limited. Absent a plan or commitment for funding, we believe that the RTP should include a mechanism to
annually monitor the progress made towards implementing and funding the elements of the Strategic
System Plan. This annual report should identify the consequences of not obtaining funding for the
Strategic System Plan on the 2040 Plan.
Projects
The Alliance continues to support improvements to the US 26 and Highway 217 Corridors as our top
priorities. The RTP includes a series of improvements in both corridors that have been identified in
previous projects (Westside Light Rail Project) or studies (Western Bypass Study).
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The Western Bypass Study identified a number of highway and arterial improvements as system
alternatives to the Western Bypass. Little progress has been made towards implementing these
recommendations. Many of the project recommendations are contained in the RTP but, as we discussed
earlier, no funding strategy or commitment is in place to actually implement the system improvements.
This, again, highlights the need for the RTP to provide direction on a preferred approach to close the
funding gap over the 20-year period.
One specific project the Alliance would request Metro to take a closer look at is the proposed overcrossing
of US 26 at 143 Avenue. We are unclear what the benefits of this proposed project are to the
transportation system and are concerned about the potential land use impacts to properties and the local
circulation system on both sides of US 26. Also, under the existing constrained funding program it would
be difficult to justify funding for a project that does not have a clear benefit to the area's transportation
system. Rather than provide a level of policy project commitment as a part of the Regional Motor Vehicle
System Map, we would suggest that this potential connection be removed from the identified system until
further analysis of the impact to the local circulation system and land uses is performed and discussed with
the community.
Other Issues
• The legal requirements of the RTP should be clearly spelled out in the document. The objective here is
to define for local jurisdictions and the business community what are the legal requirements of the RTP
as opposed to guidelines.
• Chapter 6.4.3 of the RTP identifies Metro's review role in local plan amendments. Is the intent to
define Metro's role in the adoption of local Transportation System Plans or on specific land use
applications requiring a plan amendment? This should be clarified.
We appreciate your consideration of our comments and look forward to working with Metro through the
adoption and implementation of the Regional Transportation Plan. If you have any questions regarding our
comments, please contact Betty Atteberry at 968-3100.
Sincerely,
WESTSIDE ECONOMIC ALLIANCE
JohA Kaye, President Frank Angelo, Chair
J Transportation Committee
Cc: Metro Councilors
Andy Cotugno, Director, Transportation for Metro
Westside Mayors and County Commissioners
Westside Legislators
Westside Economic Alliance Members
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November 30,1999
To: Metro Transportation group
Subject: Written Testimony on the RTP
I gave testimony at the RTP meeting on October 28th, but I did not submit any written
comments. In addition to amplifying on the comments I gave at die Clackamas meeting I
want to speak to issues which could only become known after Chapters 2-6 of the RTP was
released. I first got a copy of these chapters of the RTP on the Internet about November 8*
or 9th. The hard copies did not become available until November 15*. This is troubling.
"How can citizens make meaningful comments until complete and accurate data is
available?*' I do not believe that "Getting There" and the 8 subdivision booklets adequately
describe the plan.
The public was asked to discuss funding in their RTP testimony yet several funding ideas are
discussed in the RTP (Pages 5-75 through 5-80) which were not covered in the Funding
section on Pages 20-22 of "Getting There". I realize the level of detail found in the RTP
could not be included in "Getting There", however some reference should have been included
which would lead the diligent observer to move from reading "Getting There" to the RTP.
Light Rail has been and continues to be a "Hot Button" issue in Clackamas County. The
"Getting There' booklets plus the discussion by staff seems to spread confusion about the
Light Rail issue when read in concert with the RTP. It was stated at the Clackamas RTP
meeting that Light Rail was not part of the discussion and that Light Rail would not be an
issue for four years. This would lead one to believe Light Rail could or would be proposed
after the four year period or that it was not part of the RTP for Clackamas County. Because
the region is adopting a twenty year Transportation Plan and Light Rail to Clackamas County
is referenced numerous places in the RTP serious discussion of the Light Rail issue must be
included. Without that dialogue one might later read the RTP assuming mat the area supports.
continued development of Light Rail in Clackamas County. I fear nothing is farther from the
truth. The RTP, page 4-3, shows a source of Federal Funds being the Federal match for Light
Rail to the Clackamas Town Center and to Oregon City. This makes one believe Light Rail
is still the proposed option for transit into Clackamas County. The Light Rail issue should
have had some factual, accurate and unemotional discussion.
Another Clackamas County issue which seems to have eluded attention is the definition
which best fits Milwaukic. In booklet 5 it is described as a Town Center, however if one
looks at the map in booklet 5 it is color coded as a Regional Center. I do not believe
Milwaukee wants the Regional Center designation. The RTP clearly refers to Mirwaukie as a
Regional Center in several places including pages 5-3 and 6-30. The map in booklet S shows
a map insert for Mirwaukie but no insert was included in the booklet Also in the RTP page
5-57 Milwaukk is color coded as a Regional Center.
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Page 2
In summary the RTP should have become available when the "Getting There" booklets were
distributed. This should have happened before the public meetings.
The following comments summarize my verbal comments made at the RTP meeting in
Clackamas.
In booklet 4 Urban Clackamas County no reference to the South Corridor Transportion
Options Study is made. Many of the Clackamas County projects should be left undefined or
with some notation mat the projects are subject to completion of the new Study. Without
such connectivity between the RTP projects and the new Study, Citizens will be unwilling to
participate in the South Corridor Study thinking they are to be cheer leaders for a Metro
preplanned plan.
The area along 172nd and Sunnyside Road shows roads improvements going north on 172**
and father norm with project 2045 to approximately 182nd and Powell. It would seem
prudent to continue a project/projects norm on 182** to 1-84. With most of die undeveloped
industrial property in the region being either in the Columbia Corridor or farther norm into
Clark County and with the major housing area near 172nd and Sunnyside the most direct route
to employment is norm via 182nd to 1-84.
I think the answer to the "how to pay for?" question which Metro had requested responses
people might be more willing to pay if the projects being proposed are clearly to relieve
congestion. When budget packages have overall objectives rather than being project specific
are proposed the likelihood of defeat is greater.
The technical scoring system referred to on page 22 of "Getting There" clearly does not send
the dollars to Clackamas County in proportion to the transit/transportation issues in
Clackamas County. The system used in Priorities 2000 favors the Central Business District,
Light Rail Corridors, Regional Centers and Town Centers in that order of importance and all
else later. Clearly Clackamas County is at a disadvantage because we have one regional
center, two town centers and no Light Rail Corridorryet Metro plans for most of the region's
housing growth to occur in Clackamas County.
The biggest single hurdle in obtaining local dollars to implement transportation plans is the
comments which come from Metro and some of their regional partners. Statements like
limiting parking and creating congestion as tools the region is using to implement their
transportation strategy. Attached is an example I have in my files from a slide presentation
made on Airport Light Rail by the Port and Tri-Met in the fall of 1998. This type of
comment, and I speak as one who goes to many Transportion meetings, is not an isolated
example of tying increased congestion to a measure of success in fulfilling the regional Plans.
Submitted by Dick Jones ( ^ f A * i -
3205 SE Vineyard Rd. / '
Oak Grove Or 97267 Phone 503-652-2998
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Regional Transportation Plan Public Survey Oct. 1999
Please answer the following questions, to help us with the direction and
financing of the 20-year Regional Transportation Plan:
1. The overall plan is intended to address growth and balance travel choices
with freight and mobility needs, while protecting and enhancing
communities and the environment. Does mis plan look like a good balance
for your area?
a. Looks good to me
b. Needs more or fewer roads and highways (circle "more" or "fewer")
c Needs more or less public transportation (circle "more''or "less")
d. Needs more or fewer sidewalks, bike lanes and bus stops (circle one)—"^
e. Needs more or teas maintenance, safety and street repair (circle one) ** S
__f. Other: *
2. Revenue to pay for needed transportation projects is lacking by 75 percent.
Which of the following conventional sources would you use to make up the
balance?
a. Raise current state and federal gas taxes
b. Raise current vehicle registration fees
c Pass the funding bill adopted by the 1999 Oregon Legislature that may be
referred to voters. It raises the state gas tax and vehicle registration fee.
(Abo>ve choices constitutionally dedicate funds to roads and highways/ only.)
_ £ 3 . Raise current bus and MAX fares to pay for more transit service
_ • . Raise current payroll taxes on transit to pay for more transit service
j£_f. Cut plan back by J l % to reduce need for new revenue. I understand mat
this will result in more traffic congestion and less transit service. I
—«•
o t h e r Vo,«-» 5?
3. Should new "targeted" funding sources be pursued?
JJLyes no
If yes, which funding sources should be tried?
a. Increase fees on new housing and business development
b. Place electronic tolls on new highways or added freeway lanes
c. Place system charges on new utilities to pay for local streets
S&. Place special fees on studded tires, bicycles, etc.
e. Other
4. What comments or questions do you have about the Regional Transportation
Plan? (Use space on back. If you wish to be contacted by staff, please leave your
name, address and phone number.)
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November 23,1999
To: JohnKvistad
Chair, JPACT . ,
From: Catherine Ciarlo
Executive Director, Bicycle Transportation Alliance '
Re: Comments on the Regional Transportation Plan update
1. General Comments.
a. Policy considerations. It is difficult to provide meaningful comments in the
context of a plan that so vastly outstrips the resources available to build the projects it
envisions. .
In light of severely constrained finances, however, Metro should be focusing its efforts
on increasing mobility for the region's residents at the lowest possible cost. This means
shifting investment priorities away from expensive projects that are designed primarily to
reduce auto congestion (a strategy that has been shown again and again to fail as newly-
created capacity quickly fills up again) and toward projects that improve multi-modal
levels of service. It means making investments that provide options for the region's
residents who do not have access to automobiles, and for those who choose alternative
means of transportation to escape the region's worsening - and, in light of severely
constrained resources, inevitable - auto gridlock. Finally, it means directing funds toward
projects that truly implement the vision contained in the Region 2040 vision - noj toward
projects that merely add capacity to roads at the region's suburban edges.
None of the three scenarios envisioned in the RTP Project List achieves'this. The Bicycle
Transportation Alliance urges JPACT to revise the Project List to prioritize projects that
increase local connectivity and improve access for cyclists and pedestrians. These
projects are of critical importance for the region's residents who don't own cars -
including youth and senior citizens. Improving local connections and providing safe
routes to walk and cycle will provide options for these residents, allowing them greater
independence and mobility. It will help create communities where residents have
transportation options that decrease the time they spend stuck in traffic and improve their
quality of life. And perhaps most importantly, these projects are vastly less expensive
than adding auto capacity to freeways and arterials - meaning that a much smaller
investment can result in a much greater increase in mobility for the region's residents.
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b. Preferred System. While the Preferred system does contain projects that
substantially improve bicycle access and increase local connectivity, the revenues needed
to actually build the system are far beyond the region's reach.*This makes it difficult to
provide meaningful citizen comment
Two specific comments: . • .
1) It is our understanding that the Caruthers Bike/Pedestrian Bridge (RTP #1077)
was tied to South-North Light Rail funding. If this is not the case, the $15,000,000
price tag for that item would be better spent to improve other bicycle facilities and
connections. . ,
2) The Morrison Bridge bicycle access project (RTP #1062) should be moved up in
time from 2000-2005, as it was the highest-ranked bicycle project in the 1999
MTIP process.
c Existing Resource Concept. This system absolutely fails to meet Metro's stated
commitment to increasing multi-modal transportation options in the metropolitan region.
Its failure is particularly acute in relation to bicycles. Out of fewer than 20 bicycle
projects identified in the list, approximately half are Gity of Portland projects and several
of the identified projects have already been funded. This list reflects virtually no regional
commitment to increasing bicycle access in coming years, despite Metro's stated policies
to the contrary. At a minimum, the following projects should be prioritized to receive
funding:
#1009 Springwater Trail Access.Improvements - critical north/south connection for
bicycles along the east side of the Willamette River
#1062 WRBAP/Morrison Bridge Bicycle Pathway - top-ranked bicycle project in the
1999 MTIP process
# 1065 N. Interstate Bikeway - Essential bicycle connectivity in relation to the Interstate
MAX line
#1069 East Burnsixfc Bikeway
#1143 N/NE Lombard Bikeway - critical connection to Interstate MAX line
#1144 N. Portland Rd. Bikeway -•critical connection to Interstate MAX line
#1169 SW Vermont Bikeway - provide access and connection where there currently is
none ' -
#1175 SW Capitol Highway Pedestrian and Bicycle Improvements - key access
#1177 SW Sunset Pedestrian and Bicycle Improvements - key access
Bicycle Transportation Alliance Comments on the Regional Transportation Plan • Page 2
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#1213 NE/SE 122nd Avenue Bikeway - critical connection to Interstate MAX line
#1258 N/NE Skidmore Bikeway - critical connection to Interstate MAX line
#2053 Gresham/Fairview Tniil - key crosstown bicycle connection between two well-
used routes in a place where bicycle access is extremely difficult
#2054 Springwater Trail connections - leverage this outstanding bicycle corridor
#3012 Rock Creek Greenway Multi-use Path - critical access in an area with poor -
bicycle/pedestrian access »* . •
#3013Bronson Creek Greenway Multi-Use Path - critical access in an area with, poor
bicycle/pedestrian access
#3014 Powerline Beaverton Trail Corridor Trail - critical access in an area with poor
bicycle/pedestrian access
#3015 Beaverton Creek Greenway Corridor Study - critical access in an area with poor
bicycle/pedestrian access
#3045 Farmington Road Bikeway - critical access in an area with poor bicycle access
#3046 Hall Boulevard Bikeway - critical access in an area with poor bicycle access
#3047 Watson Avenue Bikeway - critical access in an area with poor bicycle access
#3055 Beaverton-Hillsdale Highway Pedestrian and Bicycle Improvements - critical
access in an area with poor bicycle access
# 3071 Fanno Creek Greenway Multi-Use Path - this is a high-priority project that will
create superb regional access in an area that is less and less pedestrian- and bicycle-
accessible
#3073 Hall Boulevard Bikeway - critical access in an area with poor bicycle access.
#3078 Canyon Road Bicycle and Pedestrian Improvements - provide much-needed
bicycle and pedestrian access
#3098 Walker Road Bike/Ped Improvements
#4074 Rivergate Bicycle and Pedestrian Trail - key bicycle connection to improve
transportation benefits of the 40-Mile Loop trail
Bicycle Transportation Alliance Comments on the Regional Transportation Plan • Page 3
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#5026 Portland Traction Co. Multi-Use Trail - important trail connection in an area of
difficult bicycle and pedestrian access
#5089 Sunnyside Road Bikeway
#5091 Causey Avenue Bikeway
#5165 Willamette Green way Path - key bicycle access1
#6051 Hall Boulevard Bikeway and Pedestrian Improvements
. #6077 Tualatin-Sherwood Road Bikeway -
#6081 Nyberg Road Pedestrian and Bike Improvements
#8000 Bicycle Travel Demand Forecasting Model - essential planning tool to prioritize
bicycle investments -
d. Strategic System. As with the preferred system, it appears that the Strategic
System far outstrips available resources, especially should the proposed statewide gas tax
fail. Again, it is difficult to comment on the list under these circumstances. Metro's
Strategic System should reflect investment priorities that allow residents to choose
walking or bicycling as an accessible, convenient and universally-available alternative to
using an automobile to meet daily transportation needs.
Specific comments:
1) Comments 1 & 2 re the Preferred System apply here as well.
2) As with the Existing Resource Concept, a disproportionate number of the bicycle
projects included on the Strategic System list are located in Portland. Bicycle
projects dropped from the Preferred list tend to be stand-alone bicycle, pedestrian
and trail projects (not connected to road widening) located in suburban
jurisdictions. This will severely limit those jurisdictions' ability to give residents
the option of bicycling or walking as an alternative means of getting around in
their community. -
3) At a minimum, the Strategic System should include the following projects in
addition to those outlined in the current plan:
#1143 N/NE Lombard Bikeway, - critical connection to Interstate MAX
#1259 N/NE Skidmore Bikeway - critical connection to Interstate MAX
#3078 Canyon Road Bicycle and Pedestrian Improvements ,
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#3079 Allen Boulevard Bike/Ped Projects
#6135 Boones Ferry Road Bike Lanes
2. Comments on Chapter 1: Regional Transportation Policy.
a. Page vii: The Regional Transportation Plan. Recognize that congestion is part
of urban living and not necessarily a bad thing as long as there are options
available. .
Amend first bullet: limit the amount of congestion motorists experience, and
provide alternatives to avoid congestion;
b. Policy 1.0 Public Process. Public involvement fails to discover the public's
wishes and concerns, leading to plans which lack public support (funding).
Planning process should begin at the level of determining what the public wants
and doesn't want (good access at low cost but not air pollution and traffic). The
public involvementprocess as currently practiced basically asks people their
opinion about projects and policies that have been developed by staff based on
their criteria (e.g., fast movement of traffic).
Recommendation: Add objective: (c) Use surveys and referenda to get citizen
input in plan development and MTIP process. Use the results to determine
transportation priorities.
c Policy 2.0 Intergovernmental-Coordination. Metro has a coordinating role but
it also has the authority and budgetary responsibility (given by Congress) to direct
transportation investment. The role of the Metro Council, as the regional elected
officials, is to direct regional investment in transportation as well as set policies
for land use. As currently configured, the major decisions are made by staff
(TPAC and MTAC), refined by the coordinating committees (JPACT and MPAC)
and then reviewed and ratified by the Council. This staff-driven model results in
the unaffordable, auto-oriented system proposed which fails to meet citizens'
needs for access and affordability. .
Recommendation: Amend language: The Metro Council sets transportation
policy, and priorities for the region. Metro coordinates with among the-local,
regional arid state jurisdictions and private entities that own and operate the
region's transportation system to better provide for state and regional
transportation needs.
d. Policy 11.0 Regional Street Design. The goal of improving bicycle movement
and access is clearly stated in Policies 3.0,5.0,6.0 yet is lost at the implementing
level by the recommendation of substandard, unsafe accommodations for cyclists
on a number of street designs. The level of traffic determines whether bike lanes
are warranted. The State of Oregon requires bike lanes whenever traffic volumes
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exceed 3000 ADT. This is the situation on all roadways of regional significance.
Therefore, bike lanes are the only proper bicycle facility. Metro should not be
recommending substandard bicycle facilities in the RTP
Recommendation: Strike all references to "wide outside lanes or shared
roadways" in all descriptions of regional street designs. Page 1-20, regional
boulevards, page 1-22, community boulevards, regional streets; page 1-24,
community streets.
e.. Policy 13.0 Regional Motor Vehicle System. Revise language of objective (d) to
prioritize local streets that increase connectivity over arterial improvements that
add motor vehicle capacity.
f. Policy 16.0 Regional Bicycle System. Include objectives for'system completion
(i.e. 80% by 2005,90% by 2010; 95% by 2015; 100% by 2020), recognizing that
a partially completed system provides severely limited mobility.
Include objective: ensure that development of other mode systems (i.e. transit,
motor vehicle) does not eliminate existing bicycle access or system components.
g. Policy 16.1 Regional Bicycle System: Recommendation. Eliminate references
to "wide outside lanes" as per argument above under Policy 11.0 Regional Street
design, p. 1-46.
h. Policy 20.1 Transportation Finance: Recommendation: Add objective: (e)
Place lowest priority on projects that expand auto-oriented road capacity at the
edges of the region.
3. Comments on Chapter 6: Implementation. ^
a. 6.4.5 Design standards for street connectivity. Recommendation: amend 2 (h)
. to read: Includes a street design, with exemplary street cross sections, that support
expected speed limits of under 20mph on local service streets and under 25 mph
on collector streets.
b. Modal System Completion Goals. Implementation should include benchmarks
for Metro and local jurisdictions for system condition and modal element
completion as a means to direct transportation investment that is easier to measure
than modal splits. ,
Recommendation: Maintenance: Set goals for pavement condition and targets
for regional and local facilities, e.g., Goal is 90% of roads in good or better
condition witiv80% within 5 years, 85% within 10 years, etc.
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Completion of Modal Elements: Under the current system it is difficult for the
public and decision-makers to assess progress and therefore difficult to direct
investment
Recommendation: Set goals and appropriate benchmarks for progress for each
modal element of the RTP; e.g.,
Modal element
Pedestrian -
bicycle
Transit (bus)
Light rail •
Motor Vehicle
Current %
of
preferred
system ,
Loc
al
regi
onal
•
5 year
goal
Loc
al
-
regi
onal
80
80
10 year goal
Local regio
nal
90
90
15 year goal
Local region
al
95
95
20 year
goal
Loc
al
100
100
100
100
100
regi
onal
100
100
100
-100
100
(need to know existing baseline of systems completion in order to complete this table)
cMTIP program 6.5.2.How- the MTIP is developed: It is essential that the projects
proposed for regional funding are understood and supported by the local elected
officials as well as local residents. Review of project lists by the elected council, with
appropriate public hearings, should be required for consideration in the MTIP
process.
Recommendation: Project lists should be adopted by resolution/ordinance of local
jurisdictions, with required public hearings, before being submitted to Metro for
consideration:
d. 6.63 Congestion Management Requirements: Metro and local jurisdictions should
go beyond considering the list of alternatives to capacity expansion. Experience
shows that when capacity is increased, even existing alternatives fail to stem an
increase in VMT.
Recommendation: Require implementation of Congestion Management Techniques
listed in this section before capacity increases are funded, (this may require setting
priorities among these actions appropriate to the scale of the project)
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NBS CORNELL OAKS ID :5036294821 DEC 01'99 16:22 No.006 P.02
CORNELLOAKS CORPORATECENTER
December 1,1999
VIA FACSIMILE
Metro RTP Comments
600 NE Grand Avenue
Portland, OR 97232
Re: Regional Transportation Plan Project 3187
Dear Members of the Transportation Committee:
Talcott Realty is the owner or' the 117-acre development known as Cornell Oaks Corporate
Center. Norris, Beggs & Simpson is the on-site property manager for Cornell Oaks. We have
reviewed the preliminary plan of the proposed 143rd Avenue connection between Cornell Road
and Walker Road by way of an overpass across Highway 26, and wish to express our concern
with the plan.
Our concern is the effect on traffic through our development and the minimal impact on overalt
traffic flow While this project produces a negligible reduction in traffic across the Murray Road
and Cornell Road overpasses, a 90% increase of traffic is projected on Blueridge Drive and
Greenbrier Parkway. Greenbrier Parkway is the main road through Cornell Oaks Corporate
Center connecting the majority of the facilities located in the development, and was designed as
a cul-de-sac, not a through road. This amount of additional traffic is a safety concern as well as a
livabilhy issue for the companies doing business in Cornell Oaks Corporate Center.
This letter expresses our opposition to the project, its expense, and its lack of a positive impact
on overall transportation in the region.
Very truly yours,
NORRIS, BEGGS & SIMPSON
Associate Vice President
ROY/lpd
rtp.doc
cc: John Reynolds, Talcotl Realty
$8X881
WMFDCM
Management Salei and Leasing, Nonh. Bcgg* (, Simpion
15455 NWGrccnblii'i Cirkw.iy. Suite ?(XI. Hfawrlon. 6k <J'/006. |M)j| W9-9JCV. iAX IW1| ( .N-Wl
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December 1, 1999
MEMORANDUM
To: Tom Kloster, Metro
r /
From: y7* Deborah Stein, Acting Planning Director, Bureau of Planning
*u$Steve Dotterrer, Chief Planner, Transportation Planning, Portland Office
T of Transportation
Subject: Comments on RTP Chapter 6 Requirements
These comments identify issues for the City of Portland relating to Chapter 6 of the
November 5 draft of the RTP. Most of these comments have already been forwarded to
you by Transportation Planning staff. We hope that these issues will be addressed at the
next TPAC and MPAC meetings.
1. 6.4.1 Requirement to adopt Table 2.2 in Chapter 2. It is inappropriate for Metro to
require local jurisdictions to adopt Table 2.2 in Chapter 2. Title 1 of the UGMFP
contains another set of population and employment targets. Adoption of two
different sets of numbers is confusing to the public, particularly when they represent
different boundaries and are for different purposes.
2. 6.4.3 Process for Metro review of plan amendments and facility and service plans.
This conflicts with the City's requirements to process quasi-judicial comprehensive
plan amendments within a specific timeframe. Typically the staff reports are not
ready for review 4 weeks in advance of a hearing (10 days is typical). This would
not allow amendments to be processed within the required time lines.
3. 6.4.4 Require transportation analysis for additions of "significant" SOV capacity to
arterials or highways beyond what is identified in the RTP for comprehensive plan
amendments and any local studies. The use of the word significant means that this
section could have broad applicability to comprehensive plan amendments and
studies. At a minimum, we recommend that "significant" be defined (e.g, only
projects that add additional motor vehicle travel lanes) and/or a threshold be
An Equal Opportunity Employer
ivww.trans.ci.portland.or.us
Tom Kloster
December 1,1999
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established to give guidance to local jurisdictions (e.g., changes that exceed x acres
in size and result in an increase in trips of y).
This section also states that local jurisdictions must submit a "congestion
management system compliance" report as part of the system-level planning other
studies and through findings consistent with the TPR in the case of amendments to
applicable plans. While Metro is required to do congestion management system
analysis, this has not been a requirement on local jurisdictions. The language of the
requirement is very broad and, as written would apply to any land-use action
including minor adjustments, greenway or environmental reviews. At a minimum,
this language should be rewritten to limit congestion management system analysis
to transportation system plans and amendments to it and to comprehensive plan
map changes that meet some threshold.
4. 6.4.5 Street connectivity requirements. Although it appears that this requirement
has been simplified somewhat from Title 6, it says the design option conceptual
streets plan must be adopted as part of the TSP. We will be preparing a Master
Street Plan for the Far Southeast and Southwest districts of the City through a TGM
grant. This work is not scheduled for completion until June 2001. We may want to
request a time extension for this work as the due date for the TSP is one year after
adoption of the RTP (April 2001?). We are scheduled to complete our TSP even
sooner, by next Fall.
5. 6.4.7 Requires adoption of LOS as part of Comp Plan. We are still not convinced
that this is appropriate. Metro does not include LOS in the Framework Plan. Can
we include flu's in an implementation piece other than the Comp Plan? This section
also says, "localized congestion is addressed through the local TSP process and
includes any locations on the Motor Vehicle map not addressed by the RTP". What
does this mean? Are these the areas of special concern? Again, are we being
required to solve congestion that is due to regional traffic if the RTP doesn't have a
solution? What about the alternative measures option that was discussed for the
areas of special concern? This is particularly difficult when comprehensive plan
map amendments occur within an area of special concern or in an area where
alternative performance measures are used. Will it be possible to use only the
alternative performance measures in this case rather than LOS?
6. 6.4.10 Transit stop locations. Requires local jurisdictions to show (on a map) the
location of major and regionally significant transit stop locations and facilities -
shelters, park-and-rides and transit centers. It also requires us to "Provide
pedestrian crossings at transit stops and marked crossings at major stops." What
does this mean? This is an unfunded mandate that would potentially require
significant resources. Metro agreed that we wouldn't be held to the "major stop
concept" during earlier phases of the RTP - has this now changed? The TPR says
local jurisdictions can go further than the rule requires which is why we designated
all transit streets as requiring TPR building orientation (which is the purpose of
identifying major transit stops). Since this is already a requirement of the TPR why
put an additional burden on local jurisdictions? We continue to be concerned with
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Metro requiring marked crosswalks when marking crosswalks is not a universally
accepted method of increasing pedestrian safety.
7. 6.5.3 Benchmarks. This section states that benchmarks "shall be established" but
the document doesn't appear to include them. It would help us if we knew what the
regional benchmarks were as we develop ours. Also, it says that the benchmarks
should be applied to the MTIP process. Shouldn't it also be applied to building the
program year phases of the RTP Project List?
8. 6.7.4 Corridor Refinements. Given the long list of refinements, it will be
impossible to address all of these issues within the three-year timeframe indicated
in the TPR. All the corridor refinements are stated as "should consider" except the
Banfield which says "shall consider". The issue of additional park-and-ride
capacity along the eastern portion of MAX should be weighed against the mode
split goals and density targets for station communities. Will Metro be asking for an
extension at the time of RTP adoption?
ec: John Gillam
Jeanne Harrison
Susan Feldman
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Testimony of October 20,1999 by Don Waggoner, Leupold & Stevens Inc, 14400 NW
Greenbrier Parkway, Beaverton, OR 97075. Phone 526-1404
Commenting on the RTP
Earlier this year Leupold & Stevens discovered that there was a plan to construct an
overcrossing connecting to 143 rd Ave. (RTP project #3187) As originally designed it
would have come through the company's parking lot (that had been erroneously
determined to be an undeveloped area). Speaking in opposition to this current proposal
which would take out significant amount of their property which they were planning on
using for future development on both northerly and southerly property that was purchased
several years ago with the understanding that the area would be for their long-term
growth.
With their 1993 expansion they were required to close off Meadow Drive where it
comes into the company's property. This had been their primary entrance. Employees
and visitors were coming down Meadow Dr. going down to Walker. The company agreed
that this was a potential problem for people that lived on Meadow and felt it was OK to
connect to Greenbrier Parkway. If this overcrossing proposal was to be carried out the
previous improvement to the Meadow Drive traffic patterns would be lost and there would
be a great increase in the average daily trips on Meadow Drive over the pre 1993 levels.
The reason this alignment is being proposed is to get North/South connectivity. The
problem is that when you continue south on Meadow Drive you come to Walker and the
Nike campus area. Nike won't be happy about traffic going on through their campus to get
to Jenkins or further and will be able to prevent that extension. This causes the project to
fail as a North/South connector. It would be nice shortcut, however, from the tennis center
area on 185th, along Greenbrier Parkway, to get to 143rd and Cornell. This would make a
major change in the way that Greenbrier works. Instead of serving Cornell Oaks would
become an arterial through the office park.
The proposed project does not significantly help unload either the Murray Road or
the Cornell Road interchanges, resulting in changes of less than 10% change in the
amount of traffic. In the process it destroys a business building, makes certain properties
significantly less useful for Leupold and Stevens, ruins the Meadow Drive neighborhood
and Greenbrier Parkway, AND costs about fifteen million dollars.
Two parts of the proposed multi-modal activity that should be kept are the bicycle
and pedestrian elements. Long term these elements should be connected underneath
BPA lines creating a nice bike and walking path. To bring cars into area would be
disruptive and produce no advantage.
This proposal originally was brought forward to help the Cedar Mill Town Center by
unloading Cornell. AH studies show that there would be a zero change to Cornell yet this
project still shows up,
Wants this project eliminated from the RTP. If at some future time that there is some
major reason to revisit it, then reintroduce it but do it on its own merits.
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To: TPAC
From: Brent Curtis, Planning M a n a g e ^ "jjp
Subject: Comments on RTP Adoption Draft
The WCCC Transportation Advisory Committee appreciates the opportunities it has
been given to review the developing RTP and has taken advantage of these
opportunities to comment on various RTP drafts over the past year. Although Metro has
shown a good faith effort in attempting to respond to many of our concerns, we believe
that several major outstanding concerns exist with the November 5 adoption draft that
need to be addressed prior to final adoption of the RTP.
We see two options for addressing these concerns: (1) Delay adoption by resolution
until these issues have been adequately addressed, or (2) Adopt the RTP by resolution
in December as scheduled with the understanding that issues that have not been
resolved prior to this adoption will be discussed and resolved prior to adopting the RTP
by ordinance in the spring/summer of 2000. Although many of these concerns have
been expressed by us before, they continue to be problematic and are therefore
reiterated here as follows:
1. Preferred vs. Strategic System: We understand that the Preferred System is
intended to represent an "optimal set of improvements" that achieves RTP LOS
standards to the extent possible and that the Strategic System is intended to be a
high priority set of projects used to make TPR "adequacy" findings. We continue to
believe that the "adequate" system should meet LOS standards, as separating the
two systems causes problems in many areas of plan implementation. Given this
position, we recommend that the Preferred System be identified as the "adequate"
system, and that the Strategic System be identified as representing the region's 20-
year political and financial strategy for moving toward the Preferred System. As
currently defined, these systems confuse the context for local transportation
decision-making. The meaning of the LOS standard itself becomes unclear and its
application in plan implementation becomes confused. For example:
• If a plan amendment is submitted for a mixed use development whose projected
traffic will cause a road segment to exceed the LOS standard despite its having
an improvement project on the RTP Strategic System, then must the local
jurisdiction reviewing this application approve the application because it meets
the "adequacy" findings even though is does not meet the adopted regional LOS
standard? What is the meaning of the standard in this case, and how do we
respond, formally or informally, to constituents who point out that we are not
meeting it?
Department of Land Use & Transportation • Planning Division
155 N First Avenue. Suite 350-14. Hlllsboro. OR 97124-3072
phone: (503) 640-3519 • fax: (503) 693-4412
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• If the local jurisdiction has a project that is only identified on the Preferred
System (and which would meet the LOS standard) but not on the Strategic
System in the above case, can the jurisdiction require right-of-way dedication
from the developer for this eventual project need?
• If we are undertaking preliminary engineering on an intersection project but
intersection turn movements are drastically different between the Preferred and
Strategic Systems, how should we design the project?
In our opinion, the Preferred System and not the Strategic System should be
identified as adequately serving regional transportation needs. Our understanding of
the term "adequate" is that it demands a system that is equal to or sufficient to meet
a specific requirement - in this case, the regional LOS standard. Because the
Preferred System is the only system defined in the RTP solely to meet a specific
LOS standard, it therefore must be by definition the adequate system.
2. Areas of Special Concern - This seems to be another area where the link between
LOS, the Preferred System, and the Strategic System is dealt with inconsistently.
We can think of at least 10 more areas that have LOS problems in the Strategic
System but don't show up as Areas of Special Concern. (If the Preferred System is
deemed the "adequate" system, then some of these problems disappear.)
The RTP states in Section 6.7.6 that if congestion has a local origin and no feasible
capacity project has been identified to address this congestion, then a road segment
can be designated as an Area of Special Concern subject to alternative performance
measures. The RTP states that there should be "alternative travel routes that would
conveniently serve regional travel needs" for roadways designated as Areas of
Special Concern. However, there are facilities that are not designated as Areas of
Special Concern and where LOS is exceeded. One example is Walker Rd. from
Cedar Hills to Murray, where projected volumes exceed the LOS standard even with
the five-lane proposed improvement. Yet, this segment has neither a proposed
seven-lane project to meet the LOS standard nor is it designated as an area of
special concern. It seems as though one or the other should apply, however there
appears to be no fix for this problem in the RTP. Furthermore, under the current
definition, it seems unlikely that this segment could qualify as an Area of Special
Concern given that parallel routes such as Hwy. 26 and T.V. Hwy. will be so
congested that they can't realistically be considered as alternative routes that
conveniently serve regional travel needs.
Rather than designating some of these areas as Areas of Special Concern, it seems
more appropriate to develop a RTP "hot spot congestion" map of locations where the
LOS standard will be exceeded and there is no practical project solution. This
approach would be a clearer statement that there is no identified solution to the
projected future congestion problem, and we will have to live with extreme
congestion at these locations.
3. Mode Split Targets - The RTP contains some ambitious mode split targets as a
means of helping achieve VMT reductions. Despite assumptions of increased
intersection density, parking fees, subsidized transit passes, and fareless squares,
many of these areas still fail to meet the prescribed mode split targets in the RTP
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analysis. Nevertheless, local jurisdictions are required to establish similar targets
and develop additional strategies in local TSPs in an effort to reach these targets.
We fail to see what additional strategies could be developed in local TSPs beyond
those already assumed in the RTP modeling. Moreover, additional strategies are
likely to be beyond local control, relying on agencies such as Tri-Met or DEQ for
implementation. This is doubly concerning because progress toward meeting mode
split targets is one of the considerations in decisions of whether to add capacity to
the system. If the targets are unachievably high - if all practicable strategies have
been assumed and are in place and the targets are not met - then adding capacity to
the system may be warranted.
While we are certainly supportive of increasing the non-SOV mode split, we believe
the targets unfairly place the burden on local government. OAR 660-12-0035(4) is
clear that the vmt/capita target is for the entire MPO area and not a portion of the
region. Findings as to whether or not the RTP meets the vmt/capita target need to
be made when the RTP is adopted, and not as part of local TSPs. As such, we
believe the mode split targets are unnecessary and unworkable at the local level.
4. Implementation - A number of implementation issues remain either unresolved or
sources of confusion. We would prefer to see more time spent developing RTP
Chapter 6 before it is adopted by resolution.
Our preference is that the RTP not be adopted by Resolution in December, but
rather continue to be reviewed and refined during the first several months of 2000.
Recognizing that others may not support this position, we strongly believe that if the
RTP is adopted by Resolution in December, that Chapter 6: Implementation not be
included in that adoption.
If the entire RTP is adopted by Resolution, at a minimum Implementation provisions
should be identified among those issues that need further investigation and
refinement prior to adoption by ordinance.
We understand and sympathize with Metro's desire to complete this RTP, but would
hope that Metro understands our discomfort and desire to get these issues resolved
before adopting any RTP that commits us to something we don't fully comprehend or
can't be implemented in our local TSPs.
\shared\plng\wpshare\rtpnov5.doc
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CITY OF OREGON CITY
M E M O R A N D U M
To: Tom Kloster, Metro
From: " Nancy J.T. Kraushaar, P.E.. City of Oregon City
Date: December 2,1999
Subject: RTP Review - Oregon City Issues
The following comments and concerns are offered by Oregon City staff and Commissioners who
have reviewed the RTP.
1. Oregon City is grappling with the proposed Performance Measures (Table l.l). LOS
thresholds are often used to identify transportation improvements needed to a commodate
new development. The developer is then often required to provide certain infrastructure to
mitigate the development's impact on the transportation system. The City understands the
objectives of reducing performance measures, but we are concerned about the inherent
reduced accountability of a new development to contribute to transportation i npacts. We
are seeking Metro's suggestions for alternative or substitute mitigation requin ments.
Page 3-55. Highway 213:
a) Oregon City is concerned about the findings that expanded transit is not pro; oscd for the
Highway 213 Corridor. Environmental and physical constraints (Newell Can) on) will not
allow Highway 213 roadway expansion between Redland/Abernethy Roads and Jcavcrcrcek
Road. In addition, severe physical limitations exist along all parallel routes (: teep slopes,
water resources, and historic, built-out land uses). The City cannot close the do >r on transit
service along this route and believes that the region must continue to explore eff ctive transit
along this corridor.
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2. Pages 3-55. 3-57, and 3-59 project a situation where Oregon City's part of le region is
falling behind in mobility and transportation alternatives. There is a concer » for freight
mobility as well. It would seem that Metro could consider moving up the dates of the
Oregon City projects for Washington Street and McLoughlin Boulevard {it 513 5 and 5137)
from the years 2006-2010 to 2000-2005.
3. Page 1-57, Parking management: Add "reduce impervious surfaces, and" aftei "efficiently
in next to last line. This statement supports earlier policy on reducing impervu us surfaces.
CITY OF HILLSBORO
0 31999
December 2,1999
To: Tom Kloster, Senior Program Supervisor
Metro
From: Winslow C. Brooks, Planning Director
Re: RTP - November 5, 1999 Draft Comments
Dear Tom:
This letter contains the City of Hillsboro comments regarding the November 5, 1999 Draft Regional
Transportation Plan (RTP). We are extremely concerned about the short timeline for review,
consideration and discussion of this document, a concern we share with other local jurisdictions. A lot of
work has gone into producing the RTP document and it is very apparent that there are many outstanding
issues of regional importance that need to be resolved prior to adoption.
We have organized our comments in two parts. The first section contains issues for discussion at TPAC
and the second section contains consent items. We also are commenting on the discussion and consent
items contained in the December 3, 1999 TPAC Workshop packet.
Discussion Items:
1. Non-SOV Targets:
We do not agree that this topic is appropriate as a consent item for two reasons. First, these 2040
non-SOV targets are based on a Strategic System that is almost entirely dependent on the provision
of transit service, which is outside the control of local government. Even if local government does
everything in its power to increase walking and bicycle trips, it does not possess the tools to
increase shared rides (regional ECO program) or transit service (Tri-Met), which represent a large
percentage of the non-SOV targets. In the RTP document, a system needs to be defined for
achieving these targets and a project list needs to be developed that is consistent with the targets.
Additionally, 2020 non-SOV targets that are obtainable should be established in the RTP. Using a
40-year non-SOV target for a 20-year Regional Transportation Plan simply does not make any
sense.
Second, we do not agree with Metro's response to this WCCC comment: "The meaning and status
of non-SOV targets is unclear, particularly with regard to the ability of local governments to meet
them. Additional strategies for meeting the targets should be specified if targets greater than model
output levels are set." Metro's response creates even more confusion regarding implementation of
non-SOV targets. Specifically, what does "result in progress toward the non-SOV targets and
initially be based on RTP modeling assumptions, analysis and conclusions" mean? What are local
benchmarks? I.e., what would the local benchmarks be that would evaluate progress toward modal
targets?
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It is clear that additional work is needed to define a system that clearly defines how local
governments can achieve the non-SOV targets, how Tri-Met will achieve these targets and how as a
region we will achieve these targets. This additional work needs to be completed before adoption
of the RTP. Section 1.3.6 Managing the Transportation System states that the regional TDM
program is operated by Tri-Met with oversight by Metro through the TDM subcommittee. This
means that Tri-Met is largely responsible for insuring that the non-SOV targets are achievable such
that local jurisdictions can meet those targets. Given Tri-Met's role in how non-SOV targets are
met, we feel that the following questions need to be addressed by Tri-Met/Metro prior to RTP
adoption:
1) What can we assume on transit? Figure 1.16 Regional Public Transportation System shows
that the West Side of the region has very few regional bus or frequent bus routes. If we are
increasing densities to implement the 2040 Growth Concept design types, where will the
corresponding increase in transit capacity occur?
2) While we have been glad to receive the LRT expansion, overall we have been disappointed
in service expansion to implement the 2040 Growth Concept. More coordination needs to
occur between Tri-Met and local government to ensure that we receive the transit service
that we need to obtain the non-SOV targets and reduce VMT. We recommend that Tri-Met
bring their service plans through Metro as part of the regional TDM program.
3) How do we get fareless squares in the Regional Centers?
4) How do we insure that discounted transit passes such as the PassPort program continue?
2. Local Jurisdiction Implementation of the RTP:
We are still not comfortable with the implementation section of the RTP. We appreciate the efforts
Metro has made in attempting to clarify the responsibilities of local governments, however we feel
that in some cases, Metro has either raised more issues or made the processes more confusing. A
case in point is Metro's response to this comment by MTAC and the City of Portland: "define
'significant' in section 6.4.4, using a threshold number of SOV trips". The questions or concerns
we have regarding Metro's response are:
1) What kind of project would generate 700 or more additional vehicle trips in one direction in
one hour over a length of more than one mile? Specific projects should be given as
examples. Are we talking about a Fred Meyer or Intel expansion?
2) This number may be too low. Where did it come from?
3) If Metro says no to RTP amendment, then would the only alternative to adding roadway
capacity be to designate the regional facility for a refinement plan or an area of special
concern?
2
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We also do not have a clear understanding of how the "Implementing the RTP Performance
Standards" flowchart works. Using an example that takes a jurisdiction through the process from
when regionally significant exceedence is identified to how the jurisdiction arrives at the
recommended solution would help our understanding of this process. Without more clarification of
the implementation section we're probably unable to move forward toward effectively
implementing the RTP.
Consent Items:
Chapter 1: Regional Transportation Policy:
Overall map corrections:
Please make the following corrections to all the system maps shown in Chapter 1:
1. Using the attached "Hillsboro 2040 Growth Concept Boundaries Map", correct the locations of
the Orenco Town Center, Tanasbourne Town Center and the Industrial Areas (on the east side
of Cornelius Pass Road on the south side of US 26 and east of Brookwood Parkway on the
north side of Airport Road).
2. Remove the Urban Reserve designation for Segawa property, which is located at the SE corner
of the intersection of Cornelius Pass and West Union Roads as it has been brought into the
UGB.
3. Correct the alignment of Jacobson Road from Helvetia Road to Cornelius Pass Road, it is
shown incorrectly. Refer to your copy of our adopted TSP for the correct alignment.
Please take into consideration multi-modal connectivity of 2040 Growth Concept design types when
reviewing the proposed additions to Figures 1.4, 1.12, 1.14, 1.16, 1.18 and 1.19.
Figure 1.4: Regional Street Design System Map:
Please make the following corrections or additions to the map:
1. NE 28th Avenue from E. Main Street to Cornell Road is added as a "Community Street".
2. Cornell Road from Baseline to NE 25* Avenue is not a Highway but a "Regional Street".
3. Baseline Road east of SW 197* Avenue to 185th Avenue is not appropriate as a Community
Boulevard due to the low density of this area, change it to a "Community Street".
4. John Olson Avenue and Stucki Avenue between Amberwood/Walker Road and Evergreen
Parkway serve the Tanasbourne Town Center and are not appropriate as Urban Roads, change
them to "Community Streets".
5. Change the classification for 206lh Avenue between Quatama Street and Baseline Road from an
Urban Road to a "Community Street" as this road segment is not appropriate for the Urban
Road designation.
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6. Add segment of 229th Avenue from Jacobson Road to West Union as a dashed "Urban Road".
7. Add SE Minter Bridge Road/SE Cypress Street/SE 32nd Avenue as "Community Streets" from
UGB to E. Main Street.
Figure 1.12: Regional Motor Vehicle System Map:
Please make the following corrections or additions to the map:
1. Change the classification of NE 25* Avenue from Cornell Road to Evergreen Road to a "Minor
Arterial", this is not a collector street thus, it cannot be a Collector of Regional Significance.
2. Add NE 28th Avenue from E. Main Street to Cornell Road as a "Minor Arterial". This street
connects a designated main street with the Fair Complex LRT Station.
3. Add SE Minter Bridge Road/SE Cypress Street/SE 32nd Avenue from the UGB to E. Main
Street as "Minor Arterials".
4. Add 229th Avenue from Jacobson Road to West Union as a dashed "Collector of Regional
Significance".
5. Change the designation for SE Witch Hazel Road from a minor arterial to a "Collector of
Regional Significance", as it is a collector road.
Figure 1.14: Relationship between Regional Street Design and Motor Vehicle Classifications:
Add Community Street and Urban Road as "most appropriate street design classification" circles
for Collector streets. These changes cover situations where there are "collectors of regional
significance" that are also designated as Community Streets or Urban Roads.
Figure 1.16: Regional Public Transportation System Map:
Please make the following additions of regional bus routes to the map:
1. Brookwood Avenue/Brookwood Parkway/Shute Road from Tualatin Valley Highway to West
Union Road.
2. Century Boulevard/23 l a Avenue/229th Avenue from Davis Road to West Union.
3. Cornelius Pass Road from SE 209th Avenue intersection (showed as dashed line through the
South Hillsboro Urban Reserve) to West Union Road.
4. Cypress Street/32nd Avenue/28lh Avenue/25th Avenue from Tualatin Valley Highway to
Evergreen Road.
5. Evergreen Road/Evergreen Parkway from Jackson School Road to Cornell Road
4
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6. Farmington Road from 209th Avenue to 185th Avenue.
7. Jacobson Road from Helvetia Road to Cornelius Pass Road, then heading east on West Union
Road.
8. Kinnaman Road from 209* Avenue to 185* Avenue.
9. River Road/Davis Road from Minter Bridge Road to 209* Avenue.
10. NE 5th Avenue/Jackson School Road from Baseline Street to Evergreen Road.
11. 205* Avenue/206* Avenue/John Olson Avenue from Baseline Road to Evergreen Parkway.
12. 209* Avenue from Cornelius Pass Road (where it intersects 209* Avenue from the South
Hillsboro Urban Reserve) to Farmington Road.
Figure 1.18: Regional Bicycle System Map:
Please make the following corrections or additions to the map:
1. Bike lanes on NE 25* Avenue only go up to the entrance of Jones Farm, show the rest as
proposed to Evergreen Road.
2. Add NE 28* Avenue from E. Main Street to Cornell Road as a "Community Connector" as it
connects a main street with a station area. This is a planned project.
3. Add Century Boulevard/234* Avenue/2315* Avenue as a proposed "Community Connector"
from Tualatin Highway to Baseline Road.
4. Add Butler Road from Brookwood Parkway to Shute Road as a proposed "Community
Connector" and from Shute Road to Cornelius Pass Road as a "Community Connector".
5. Add 205* Avenue/206* Avenue from Baseline Road to Cornell Road as "Regional Access" as
it connects a Station Community with Tanasbourne Town Center.
6. Add Amberglen Parkway from Walker Road to 206* Avenue/LRT as a proposed "Community
Connector".
7. The alignment of the Rock Creek multi-use trail is shown incorrectly especially to the north and
near Tualatin Valley Highway. Please refer to your copy of our adopted TSP for the correct
alignment. Also reflect the already completed sections as solid lines.
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Figure 1.19: Regional Pedestrian System Map:
Please make the following corrections or additions to the map:
1. On the map distinguish between purely mixed-use corridors (with residential) and transit
corridors which serve primarily commercial/industrial development (like Tualatin Valley
Highway). See comment below regarding regional pedestrian functional classification (page 1-
50).
2. The alignment of the Rock Creek multi-use trail is shown incorrectly especially to the north and
near Tualatin Valley Highway. Please refer to your copy of our adopted TSP for the correct
alignment. Also reflect the already completed sections as solid lines.
3. The delineation of pedestrian districts needs to match our designated pedestrian districts per our
"Pedestrian Master and Pedestrian Action Plans" contained within our adopted TSP. Please
refer to your copy of our adopted TSP for the correct pedestrian districts delineation.
4. The Hillsboro Regional Center, Tanasbourne and Orenco Town Centers should be shown on
the map. If they are also pedestrian districts, perhaps a purple line could be drawn around the
pink to indicate their status as pedestrian districts. Main Street in the general vicinity of NE
28* Avenue and E. Main Street should also be shown. Please see attached map for the main
street area boundaries.
Page 1-S0: Regional pedestrian system functional classification:
Change the language describing transit/mixed use corridors such that you are not tying transit/mixed use
corridors with 2040 Growth Concept corridors. Distinguish between mixed-use corridors in such as
fashion that they are separate from transit corridors where pedestrian amenities are provided but not as
intensively developed with pedestrian amenities, i.e., wide sidewalks, pedestrian attractions, etc.
Chapter 2: Land Use Growth and Travel Demand and Section 6.4.9 of Chapter 6:
As part of our Periodic Review requirements to revise and update our comprehensive plan, we are
preparing Hillsboro 2020 population, employment and housing need forecasts pursuant to ORS 197,296-
To the extent that Hillsboro's 2020 forecasts differ from Metro's 2020 forecast (based on 1994 data)
reconciliation needs to occur prior to Hillsboro's update of our TSP in compliance with the adopted RTP.
It has been our recent experience that the Metro forecasts have significantly understated Hillsboro's
current and projected growth.
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Chapter 6: Implementation:
Please make the following text additions or corrections:
6.4.5 Design Standards for Street Connectivity:
2.b. Provides full street connections with spacing of no more than 530 feet between connections
except where prevented by barriers such as topography, railroads, freeways, pre-existing
development, or water features where regulations implementing Title 3 of the Urban Growth
Management Functional Plan or Goal 5 Resource Protection requirements do not allow
prevent their construction ef or require different street connection standards^ for ctreet
facilities!
2.c. Provides bike and pedestrian connections on public easements or rights-of-way whea where
full street connections are not possible. Spacing between connections shall be no more than
330 feet except where prevent by barriers such as topography, railroads, freeways, pre-
existing development, or water features where regulations implementing Title 3 of the Urban
Growth Management Functional Plan or Goal 5 Resource Protection requirements do not
allow prevent their construction ©f or require different street connection standards^ for street
facilities,
2f. Limits the use of cul-de-sac designs and closed street systems to situations whet© in which
barriers such as topography, railroads, freeways, ©p pre-existing development,—er
environmental constraints or regulations implementing Title 3 of the Urban Growth
Management Functional Plan or Goal 5 Resource Protection requirements prevent full street
extensions.
Section 6.5.4 Improvements in Urban Reserves:
As part of During the MTIP Process, improvements that add capacity or urban design elements to«tfal
transportation system facilities in urban reserves should: be evaluated to determine whether the proposed
improvements would;
• be implemented upon be coordinated with the eventual expansion of the urban growth boundary;
• prematurely not encourage development outside the urban growth boundary;
• negatively affect not disrupt the economic viability of-adjacent nearbyrural reserves; and
• conflict be coordinated with planned urban development or other transportation facilities.
Tom Kloster, Metro
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Section 6.7.4 Refinement Planning Scope and Responsibilities:
In some areas defined in this section, the need for refinement planning is warranted before specific
projects or actions that meet and identified need can be adopted into the RTP. Refinement plans generally
involve a combination of transportation and land use analyses^, multiple local jurisdictions and facilities
operated by multiple transportation providers. Therefore, unless otherwise specified in this section, in
most cases Metro will initiate and lead necessary refinement planning in coordination with other affected
local, regional and state agencies. Refinement planning efforts will be purpose multi-modal evaluations
of po66ible transportation solutions in that responds* to needs identified in the RTP. The evaluation
solutions may also include land use alternatives to fully address transportation needs in these corridors.
Appendix 3.1 describes the 1999 prioritization for refinement plans. Refinement plan prioritization is
subject to aaaual periodic updates as part of the Unified Work Plan (UWP).
Section 6.7.5 Specific Corridor Studies:
The purpose of the corridor studies is to develop an appropriate transportation strategy or solution
thorough the corridor planning process. For each corridor, a number of transportation alternatives will be
examined over a broad geographic area or through a local TSP to determine a recommended set of
projects, actions or strategies that meet the identified need. The recommendations from corridor studies
are then incorporated into the RTP, as appropriate. This section contains the following specific
considerations that must should be incorporated into corridor studies as they occur:
Tualatin Valley Highway
A number of improvements are need in this corridor to address existing deficiencies and serve increased
travel demand. The primary function of this route is to provide access to and between the Beaverton and
Hillsboro regional centers, and move significant volumes of east-west traffic through a corridor bounded
by Baseline Road to the north and Farmington Road to the south. As such, the corridor is defined as
extending from Farmington Road, in Beaverton, to Baseline Road, in Hillsboro. The following design
considerations should be addressed as part of a corridor study:
• consider aggressively manageing access as part of a congestion management strategy
• implement consider TSM and other interim intersection improvements at various locations
between Cedar Hills Boulevard and Brookwood Avenue
• implement long term consider a limited access, divided facility from Murray Boulevard to
Brookwood Avenue, with three lanes in each direction, and grade separation Also consider
alternatives to grade separation at major intersections.
• Implement consider complementary capacity improvements on parallel routes-, including
Farmington, Alexander, Baseline and Walker roads
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RTP Comments
Metro Transportation Department
600 NE Grand Avenue n y.
Portland, OR 97232
Dear Transportation Committee:
I am writing to encourage support for transit, bicycle, and pedestrian projects in the 2040
Regional Transportation Plan. A very disproportionate number of these projects did not
make the cut from the Preferred to the Strategic plans. Without these options, it will
become increasingly difficult to meet federal air quality standards as the region grows.
Building larger roads always brings more traffic. Building better roads, which incorporate
sidewalks, bike lanes, and transit options, gives a safe and convenient alternative to
driving, and encourages a sense of community.
I had never needed to own a car before I moved to Portland. I ended up accepting a job in
Hillsboro, since so many of the high-tech jobs are located outside of the city. My only
practical option to get to Hillsboro was commuting by car. Although Portland's cost of
living index was about 30% lower than Boston's, where I had lived before, my own cost
of living went up astronomically because I had to buy, maintain and insure a car.
In July, I was finally able to find a job downtown, and have since become a very satisfied
bike and bus commuter. I can even walk if I have extra time, thanks to the well thought
out renovation of the Hawthorne Bridge, which is now so safe and accessible for walkers
and cyclists. That kind of project is the most valuable to the people who live in a
community, and not just those who travel through it.
If regional centers like Hillsboro had more amenities like sidewalks, bike lanes, and a
sense of true neighborhoods, I would have considered living as well as working there.
Many of these "small" improvements can be built for the same cost as one freeway
bypass, which will still cost commuters years of construction delays.
Please include more transit, walking, and cycling projects in the final Strategic Plan.
Neighborhoods and communities are what make this area great.
Sincerely,
Susan Garland
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Written Comments for the RTP
This comment pertains only to the Transit Service Strategy. I propose that an additional project be
undertaken within the timeframe of the RTP. I assume that this project could be funded by a grant. I
know of no American city that has undergone a wholesale re-design of its transit routes.
I believe that 2040 is a great plan, and that it deserves a great transit plan to go with it. A transit plan
with more reach. The same cognition that brought us to the regional and town center concepts brings me
to community centers.
A map at your RTP hearing showed community bus routes as largish arrows going outward from
selected places as an indication of a commitment to identify and introduce community bus routes over
time. (Great!) To me, however, these buses would not just be going out into the "the community" (some
amorphous entity) but would be passing through at least one community center on their loop from the
regional or town center. To me, a community center is something like the business district at the
intersection of Terwilliger and Taylor's Ferry. A dense portion of any Main Street could be a
community center, and so on.
If you can accept the concept of a community center,,I claim that we should be able to build a transit
system based on regional, town, and community centers. The TRIMET 1998-2003 Strategic Plan
includes the caption "The region's transit map will increasingly look like an airline's map of America,
with many hubs". The body of the plan admits that there needs to be "very different transit patterns".
I therefore propose a project to design a whole transit system map starting from nearly scratch. The goal
of this project would be to develop a system map so strikingly familiar that most anyone's response to it
would be "I could get around that system".
The project would start by developing a mathematical model with the usual inputs such as the regional
roadway network (neighborhood collectors and larger), rail stations, transit stations, bus stops; various
kinds of travel data such as workers commute to jobs, students to schools, errand, shopping; et cetera.
The model would generate optimal transit basins (a tree structure) but would also include connecting
routes to adjacent communities and towns from each community, town, and regional center. Optimality
would be determined by minimizing some results, such as travel time, while maximizing other results
such as coverage area. Perhaps some research group has already developed such a model.
One of the sets of parameters for the model would be an inventory of resources available to operate the
transit system — drivers, buses of all kinds, max trains, and so on. If constrained to existing resources,
the result would be a corresponding finite system coverage (i.e. depth or reach into the community).
Countering that would be projected ridership to help pay for it. Subsystems could be operated and •
supplemented by local service districts, perhaps an obstacle present in the the current operational
guidelines.
With the stability of regional and town centers, the upper levels of the system structure would not
change overnight, while community centers could be added easily. Capacity should be able to be added
or reduced (reallocated) as needed. The system would be scalable, so that links could be upgraded to the
next level of service. The new system would start operation within existing resources and would reward
those in areas where use is high as part of the system feedback. This is common transit planner practice.
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People must also be a part of this process. First approximations of a Portland metro area system transit
map would be reviewed by planners and refined by exploring various "What if s", by upgrading,
downgrading, and/or adding hypothetical new links. For example, consider a one-way alternating link
used only by a shuttle operating at 5 minute intervals.
Then the map would be shown to an advisory committee. (You'd have people begging to be on that
committee). Iterate the model if needed. Then show the map in a series of open houses. Iterate. You
need to have input from people throughout the region because people can tell you immediately if it will
work for them, and what to do to improve it.
The public would of course have to understand that this would be an experiment, and that the map might
change radically between iterations. But I think that the public would understand just from looking at
such a map that there are underlying principles at work. If a given system has overall integrity, it would
be hard to criticize the fact that for some riders a particular trip downtown might take three minutes
longer (whatever) when in fact they might also be able to go quite number of other places practically
unreachable under the current system.
I have hardly hinted at the many ways such a system would be different from the current set of legacy
routes, but I must close now.
Some may reject this project based on the perception that "adding a new transit link is not to be
considered" at this time. If the introduction of a link such as example above would make the overall
system perform where needed, it should not be overlooked in a 20 year plan because of some broad
current state legislation or city guideline.
Many of you will reject this project because (while not described explicitly above) it depends on
transfers for moving people around the region. I can only say then that all attempts at configuring a
system to serve more than just corridors will fail without the intelligent, planned used of transfers. It is
no wonder that user feel transfers are avoided in the current system. Going from one point to another
within the current system, there is no consistency in dwell times between all possible transfers.
Minimum transfer times cannot be programmed into a system where that has not been a design
parameter.
The real truth is that people don't mind transfers so much if they are safe and comfortable. To that I
would add predictable, i.e. the dwell time is known, or if there is going to be a delay in boarding time
(either in originating or transferring) the length of the delay can be known..This can be accomplished via
the judicious use of information technology. (Remember this is a 20-40 year plan). I most likely would
not mind if my connection was going to be 15 minutes late — if I knew that, and did not have to wait at
the stop to find out -1 could go have a beer or latte with that time. At least I would not be chained to the
stpp. There is all kinds of things that people could do with that information.
All people need to be encouraged to use transit. The TRIMET system, and the few things I see in the
current RTP are going to attract the public marginally at best, in my opinion.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment, and for your time. I would appreciate any thoughts you may
have.
John Miller, 8959 SW Boone's Ferry Road, Portland, OREGON 97219 — miller@lclark.edu —
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Metro Regional Council
600 N.E. Grand Avenue
Portland, OR 97232
Dear Councilors,
The Sierra Club Oregon Chapter would like Metro Regional Council to refer the Regional
Transportation Plan (RTP) draft back to its Joint Regional Policy Advisory Committee on
Transportation (JPACT) and staff, with instructions to:
• Abandon the projects for more capacity between inter-regional centers, which take funding
well beyond what is available and encourage more driving
• .Focus funds on making getting around within regional and town centers easier
• Define zoning and other land use plans and pricing measures to bring.businesses to existing
residential centers, and residences to business centers, and tie these to funding
Our Observations on the RTP
1) The Strategic System is too large to provide the basis for setting priorities for investing the
region's transportation money. It is very unlikely that there will be anything close to four times
the existing resources available for transportation over the next 20 years.
2) The plan provides no criteria for prioritizing projects in the very likely event that substantially
less money is available than is required to implement the entire system. As a result there is no
meaningful way for this system to provide guidance to the biannual process of allocating the
region's transportation funds.
3) The plan has too many projects to expand road capacity at the edge of the region and between
regional centers. These projects will encourage sprawl and increase commutes from outside the
region. An example is the sunrise corridor (Highway 224) project that creates a new freeway
from Clackamas to Highway 26.
Oregon Chapter :
3701 SE Milwaukie Ave. Suite F. Portland Ok 97202 Tel. (503) 238-0442 Fax: (503) 238-6281
email: oregon.chapter@sierraclub.org website, http://www.spiritone.com/~orsierra
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4) Priority should be given to transportation investments that improve transportation within
existing communities, rather than serving new development at the urban edge. This includes
improving local links to regional and town centers. It also includes providing improved
transportation options such as transit, bike and pedestrian facilities.
5) The Strategic System has much less transit than the Preferred System, while road projects are
not cut proportionately. These should be reversed, with transit solutions being given priority
before new road capacity is added. The RTP should encourage new development to be transit
oriented by making transit investments the first priority.
6) The plan fails to identify specific solutions for transportation corridors in some existing
communities such as highway 99 in Tigard. It also fails to set priorities for developing those
solutions. The result is that it is likely that these existing communities will continue to suffer
while limited funds will be spent on lower priority, but already identified, projects at the urban
edge. Improving the livability of existing communities should be the first priority, not the last.
7) Instead of attempting to reduce air pollution and use of the automobile, the proposed RTP will
result in increased vehicle miles traveled and increased air pollution. It would substantially
increase the risk that we will fall into air quality non-attainment, with substantial economic •
consequences for the region.
8) The plan should make maintenance and preservation of existing systems its first priority.
Numerous small improvements should be implemented before single, large, expensive solutions
adopted. In many cases better results can be obtained from better connectivity of local street than
from large increases in capacity.
9) Since we already have an extensive street network, priority should be given to developing the
transit, bike and pedestrian networks to a similar degree of convenience, reliability, safety and
access.
Oregon Chapterjregon cnaprer . —
3701 SE Milwaukie Awe.. Suite F, Portland OR 97202 Tel. (503) 238-0442 Fax: (503) 238-6281
email: oregon.chapter@sierraclub.org website, http://www.spiritone.com/~orsierra
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10) The plan fails to adequately address environmental concerns of adding road capacity. These
include the impact on endangered salmon from bridges over salmon streams, runoff from roads
and parking.
Thank you for your consideration.
Respectfully,
Scott Chapman
Sierra Club Oregon Chapter
Transportation and Land Use Coordinator
Oreqon Chapter
3701 SE Milwaukie Ave. Suite F. Portland OR 97202 Tel. (503) 238-0442 Fax: (503) 238-6281
email, oregon.chapter@sierraclub.org website: http://www.spiritone.com/~ors.erra
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BROOKLYN ACTION CORPS
NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATION
BY:.
December 3,1999
Tom Kloster
600 NE Grand
Portland, OK 97232
TPAC and Others To Whom It May Concern:
I oppose any designation changes tha t would effect McLoughlin Blvd in the area
from Division Street to Powell Blvd. As you know McLoughlin runs through
Brooklyn Neighborhood and changing the designation to allow higher speeds
would result in dire effects to our neighborhood.
Please keep in mind the vulnerability of the inner SE neighborhoods In the
changes you are considering. We will have to live for many years with what you
decide now.
Another project underway that will have the same effect on our neighborhoods is
the McLoughlin Overpass north of the Ross Island bridge. Both the designation
and the overpass being considered do not allow for two-way pedestrian and
bicycle access.
The rebuilding of this viaduct on 99E and change of designation should take Into
account the following:
1. The viaduct will be in close proximity to the Eastbank development, which
is already in the planning stages. We should not be building a new
structure for only cars and trucks so close to a "walking environment."
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2. The only roadways that are built new without pedestrian walkways are
freeways. What are we thinking? Making room for commuter traffic and
destroy the neighborhoods in doing so?
3. Without pedestrian and bicycle access, it would be in direct opposition
to the 20/40 plans put out by Metro which emphasizes pedestrian friendly
roadways and streets.
4. This viaduct and change of designation would take McLoughlin -Boulevard
another step closer to becoming a freeway. The businesses and homes in
close proximity to McLoughlin is a big obstacle to the obvious goal of
ODOT of turning McLoughlin Boulevard Into a commuter's freeway.
Please keep McLoughlin a Boulevard. The livability of the neighborhoods that
McLoughlin borders is a t stake here. Not allowing pedestrians and bicycles t o
use the roadway reflects the thinking of the 5O's. Any new construction should
take Into account our future needs, not just present.
'Please consider the above when dealing with these two issues.
Thank you.
Marie Phillippi
Brooklyn Neighborhood Kesldent and Chair
AO\A 5E 9th
Portland, OK 97202
Email: mariep@ocp.org
Cc Charlie Hales, Jim Francesconi, Erik Sten, David Bragdon
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December 6,1999
Rod Monroe, Presiding Officer
Metro Council
600 NE Grand Ave.
Portland, OR 97232
Subject Regional Transportation Issues
Dear Mr^Wonroe:
The WCCC appreciates the opportunities it has been given to review the developing
RTP and has taken advantage of these opportunities to comment on various RTP drafts
over the past year. Although Metro has shown a good faith effort in attempting to
respond to many of our concerns, we believe that the November 5 RTP adoption draft
contains several major issues that need to be addressed. Although many of these
concerns have been expressed by our staff before, they continue to be problematic:
1. Funding - As you are aware, both the Strategic and Preferred System call for
funding that far exceeds our current sources of revenue. We understand that
JPACT will begin the funding discussion in the next month or so. Necessarily,
an important part of this discussion should be to more address the significant
imbalance between the amount of resources expected to be available and the
cost of systems and services identified in the plan. Without greater clarity in this
area, we may create overly high expectations with regard to the region's ability to
address transportation needs identified in the plan. The plan may also lose
credibility without a stronger funding strategy.
We believe that the results of this funding discussion could significantly reshape
the RTP as currently drafted. With that in mind, JPACT should ensure that the
RTP remains flexible in order to incorporate potentially significant changes in
policy that could result from the funding discussions.
2. Implementation - A number of implementation issues remain either unresolved or
sources of confusion. As you are aware, the implementation issues are
described in Chapter 6 of the RTP. We would prefer to see more time spent
developing RTP Chapter 6 before it is adopted by resolution. This is a critical
component of the RTP and we are uncomfortable having even mild support for
language that we don't fully comprehend or can't be implemented in our local
TSPs.
Our preference is that the RTP not be adopted by Resolution in December, but
rather continue to be reviewed and refined during the first several months of
2000. Recognizing that others may not support this position, we strongly believe
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that if the RTP is adopted by Resolution in December, that Chapter 6:
Implementation not be included in that adoption.
If the entire RTP is adopted by Resolution, at a minimum Implementation
provisions should be identified among those issues that need further
investigation and refinement prior to adoption by ordinance.
3. Mode Split Targets - The RTP contains some ambitious mode split targets as a
means of helping achieve VMT reductions. Despite assumptions of increased
intersection density, parking fees, subsidized transit passes, and fareless
squares, many of these areas still fail to meet the prescribed mode split targets in
the RTP analysis. Nevertheless, local jurisdictions are required to establish
similar targets and develop additional strategies in local TSPs in an effort to
reach these targets. We fail to see what additional strategies could be developed
in local TSPs beyond those already assumed in the RTP modeling. Moreover,
additional strategies are likely to be beyond local control, relying on agencies
such as Tri-Met or DEQ for implementation. This is doubly concerning because
progress toward meeting mode split targets is one of the considerations in
decisions of whether to add capacity to the system. If the targets are
unachievably high - if all practicable strategies have been assumed and are in
place and the targets are not met - then adding capacity to the system may be
warranted.
While we are certainly supportive of increasing the non-SOV mode split, we
believe the targets unfairly place the burden on local government. OAR 660-12-
0035(4) is clear that the vmt/capita target is for the entire MPO area and not a
portion of the region. Findings as to whether or not the RTP meets the
vmt/capita target need to be made when the RTP is adopted, and not as part of
local TSPs. As such, we believe the mode-split targets are unnecessary and
unworkable at the local level.
4. Preferred vs. Strategic System - We understand that the Preferred System is
intended to represent an "optimal set of improvements" that achieves RTP LOS
standards to the extent possible and that the Strategic System is intended to be a
high priority set of projects used to make TPR "adequacy" findings. However, the
relationship of these systems to local transportation decision-making and the
level-of-service (LOS) standard remains unclear.
In our opinion, the Preferred System and not the Strategic System should be
used as the basis for adequately serving regional transportation needs. Our
understanding of the term "adequate" is that it demands a system that is equal to
or sufficient to meet a specific requirement - in this case, the regional LOS
standard. Because the Preferred System is the only system defined in the RTP
solely to meet a specific LOS standard, it therefore must be by definition the
adequate system.
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We understand Metro's desire to complete this RTP, but would hope that Metro
understands our discomfort and desire to get these issues resolved before the RTP is
adopted.
On a more specific issue, the WCCC requests that project number 3187, the 143"1
Overcrossing of Sunset Highway (Exhibit B, Verson 1, Comment 64, page 26) be moved
from the Consent Items category to the Discussion Items category for discussion at
JPACT. At it's December 6 meeting, the WCCC voted to recommend removal of this
project from the RTP.
Finally, I have attached a December 2,1999, letter from Brent Curtis to TPAC that
reflects WCCC TAC discussion on some of these matters. It provides additional detail
regarding our concerns.
Again, thank you for your attention. We look forward to continuing to work with Metro as
the RTP progresses.
Sincerely,
Roy Rogers, Chair
Washington County Coordinating Committee
Attachment
cc: JPACT
WCCC
\shared\plng\wpshare\rtpnov5#2.doc
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CITY OF HILLSBORO
December 7,1999 Fax Transmitted:
Jon Kvistad, JPACT Chair
Metro
600 NE Grand Avenue _
Portland, OR 97232
RE: Resolution No. 99-2878A Adopting the RTP as Amended
Dear Chair Kvistad:
This letter contains the City of Hillsboro comments regarding "Resolution No. 99-2878A: For the
Purpose of Approving the 1999 Update to the Regional Transportation Plan and Refinement Process".
Generally, we are extremely concerned about the short timeline for review, consideration and discussion
of this document (the November 5, 1999 Draft Regional Transportation Plan (RTP), a concern we share
with other local jurisdictions. A lot of work has gone into producing the RTP document and it is very
apparent that there are many outstanding issues of regional importance that need to be resolved prior to
adoption.
We have organized our comments in two parts. The first section contains issues for discussion at JPACT
and the second section contains consent items. We also are commenting on the discussion items
contained in the December 9, 1999 JPACT packet
Discussion Items;
1. Local Jurisdiction Implementation of the RTP (Chapter 6: Implementation):
Considerable discussion occurred at the December 3, 1999 TPAC Workshop regarding the number
of implementation issues that remain either unresolved or sources of confusion. Given the level of
our discomfort, TPAC is recommending that more time and analysis needs, to be devoted to Chapter
6: Implementation prior to adoption of the RTP. Language was added to Resolution No. 99-2878A
to address this concern, however we feel that it does not adequately address our concerns. We
suggest altering this language to read as follows:
WHEREAS, Chapter 6 of this 1999 RTP Update and other information related to Chapter 6
should be considered a substantial statement of intent, but will require further analysis prior to
adoption by Ordinance; now, therefore be it RESOLVED,
Addition of this language will address our concerns that other chapters of the RTP diat contain
policies, tables, maps or other requirements that arc required to be implemented in Chapter 6 may
be revised prior to adoption.
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2. NOP-SOV Targets:
We do not agree with the TPAC recommendation regarding JPACT Discussion Item Comment 7:
"The meaning and status of non-SOV targets is unclear, particularly with regard to the ability of
local governments to meet them. Additional strategies for meeting the targets should be specified if
targets greater than model output levels are set" (Washington County Coordinating Committee,
10/27/99). The proposed revisions to Section 6.4.6 do not address the fact that more work needs to
be done regarding non-SOV targets particularly with regard to the ability of local governments to
meet them and identifying strategies for meeting the targets. There are two reasons why these
proposed revisions are inappropriate. -
First, these 2040 non-SOV targets are based on a Strategic System that is almost entirely dependent
on the provision of transit service, which is outside the control of local government Even if local
government does everything in its power to increase walking and bicycle trips, it does not possess
the tools to increase shared rides (regional ECO program) or transit service (Tri-Met), which
represent a large percentage of the non-SOV targets. In the RTP document, a system needs to be
defined for achieving these targets and a project list needs to be developed that is consistent with
the targets. Additionally, 2020 non-SOV targets that are obtainable should be established in the
RTP. Using a 40-year non-SOY target for a 20-year Regional Transportation Plan simply does not
make any sense.
Second, the proposed Section 6.4.6 revisions create even more confusion regarding implementation
of non-SOV targets. Specifically, what does "result in progress toward the non-SOV targets and
initially be based on RTP modeling assumptions, analysis and conclusions" mean? What are local
benchmarks? I.e., what would the local benchmarks be that would evaluate progress toward modal
targets?
It is clear that additional work is needed to define a system that clearly defines how local
governments can achieve the non-SOV targets, how Tri-Met will achieve these targets and how as a
region we will achieve these targets. This additional work needs to be completed before adoption
of the RTP. Section 13.6 Managing the Transportation System states that the regional TDM
program is operated by Tri-Met with oversight by Metro through the TDM subcommittee. This
means that Tri-Met is largely responsible for insuring that the non-SOV targets are achievable such
that local jurisdictions can meet those targets. Given Tri-Met's role in how non-SOV targets are
met, we feel that the following questions need to be addressed by Tri-Met/Metro prior to RTP
adoption:
1) What can we assume on transit? Figure 1.16 Regional Public Transportation System shows
that the West Side of the region has very few rapid bus, regional bus or frequent bus routes.
If we are increasing densities to implement the 2040 Growth Concept design types, where
will the corresponding increase in transit capacity occur?
2) While we. have been grateful for the LRT Wcstsidc expansion, overall we have been
disappointed in service expansion to implement the 2040 Growth Concept More
coordination needs to occur between Tri-Met and local government to ensure that we
receive the transit service that we need to obtain the non-SOV targets and reduce VMT.
We recommend that Tri-Met bring their service plans through Metro as part of the regional
TDM program.
3) How do we get fareless squares in the Regional Centers?
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4) How do we insure that discounted transit passes such as the PassPort program continue?
3. Section 6.4.1: Local Compliance with the RTP:
We agree in part with'this City of Portland comment regarding Section 6.4.1 of Chapter 6 as stated
in their December 1, 1999 letter to Tom Kioster. "It is inappropriate for Metro to require local
jurisdictions to adopt Table 22 in Chapter 2. Title 1 of the UGMFP contains another set of
population and employment targets. Adoption of two different sets of numbers is confusing to the
public, particularly when they represent different boundaries and are for different purposes". Table
22 shows the 2020 population and employment forecasts by RTP subarca, which arc primarily
subareas of counties and do not show individual city forecasts.
In addition, each jurisdiction under Periodic Review that is revising and updating comprehensive
plans must prepare 2020 population, employment and housing needs forecasts pursuant to ORS
197.296. To the extent that a local jurisdictions 2020 forecasts differ from Metro's 2020 forecast
(based on 1994 data) reconciliation needs to occur prior to updates of TSPs in compliance with the
adopted RTP. We are currently preparing Hillsboro 2020 population, employment and housing
need forecasts pursuant to ORS 197.296. If Hillsboro's 2020 forecasts differ from Metro's 2020
forecast (based on 1994 data) this reconciliation needs to occur prior to Hillsboro's update of our
TSP in compliance with the adopted RTP. It has been our recent experience that the Metro
forecasts have significantly understated Hillsboro's current and projected growth.
We suggest that addition of the following language to Section 6.4.1 will address our concerns.
Chapter 6 as applicable, 2020 population and employment forecasts contained in Section 2.)
and 2.3, or alternative forecasts as provided for in Section 6.4.9 of this chapter.
4. Section 6.4.10: Transit Service Planning:
We agree with this City of Portland comment regarding Section 6.4.10 of Chapter 6 as stated in
their December 1,1999 letter to Tom Kioster: "Transit stop locations. Requires local jurisdictions
to show (on a map) the location of major and regionally significant transit stop locations and
facilities, shelters, park-and-rides and transit centers. It also requires us to "Provide pedestrian
crossings at transit stops and marked crossings at major stops." What does this mean? This is an
unfunded mandate that would potentially require significant resources. Metro agreed that we
wouldn't be held to the "major stop concept" during earlier phases of the RTP - has this now
changed? The TPR says local jurisdictions can go further than the rule requires which is why we
designated all transit streets as requiring TPR building orientation (which is die purpose of
identifying major transit stops). Since this is already a requirement of the TPR why put an
additional burden on local jurisdictions? We continue to be concerned with Metro requiring
marked crosswalks when marking crosswalks is not a universally accepted method of increasing
pedestrian safety*1. Portland's concern regarding this section also relates to our concern regarding
designation of rapid, regional and frequent bus routes, which is a responsibility of Tri-Met How
can we designate major transit stops and marked pedestrian crossings if we don't even know where
transit service may be provided? It is our hope that this issue will be addressed as part of the
additional work needed on Chapter 6.
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Consent Item*:
Chapter 1: Regional Transportation Policy:
Overall map corrections;
Please make the following corrections to all the system maps shown m Chapter 1:
1. Using the attached "Hillsboro 2040 Growth Concept Boundaries Map", correct the locations of
the Oreaco Town Center, Tanasboume Town Center and the Industrial Areas (on the east side
of Cornelius Pass Road on the south side of US 26 and east of Brookwood Parkway on the
north side of Airport Road).
2. Remove the Urban Reserve designation for Segawa property, which is located at the SE comer
of the intersection of Cornelius Pass and West Union Roads as it has been brought into the
UGB.
3. Correct the alignment of Jacobson Road from Helvetia Road to Cornelius Pass Road, it is
shown incorrectly. Refer to your copy of our adopted TSP for the correct alignment
. Please take into consideration multi-modal connectivity of 2040 Growth Concept design types when
reviewing the proposed additions to Figures 1.4,1.12,1.14,1.16,1.IS and 1.19.
Figure 1.4: Regional Street Design System Map:
Please make the following corrections or additions to the map:
1. NE 28* Avenue from E. Main Street to Cornell Road is added as a "Community Street".
2. Cornell Road from Baseline to NE 25* Avenue is not a Highway but a "Regional Street". •
3. Baseline Road east of SW 197* Avenue to 185* Avenue is not appropriate as a Community
Boulevard due to the low density of this area, change it to a "Community Street".
4. John Olson Avenue and Stucki Avenue between Ambcrwood/Walker Road and Evergreen
Parkway serve the Tanasboume Town Center and are not appropriate as Urban Roads, change
them to "Community Streets".
5. Change the classification for 206th Avenue between Quatama Street and Baseline Road from an
Urban Road to a "Community Street" as this road segment is not appropriate for the Urban
Road designation.
6. Add segment of 229* Avenue from Jacobson Road to West Union as a dashed "Urban Road".
7. Add SE Minter Bridge Road/SE Cypress Strect/SE 32*1 Avenue as "Community Streets" from
UGB to E. Main Street.
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Figure 1.12: Regional Motor Vehicle System Map: >
Please make the following corrections or additions to the map:
1. Change the classification of NE 25* Avenue from Cornell Road to Evergreen Road to a "Minor
Arterial1*, this is not a collector street thus, it cannot be a Collector of Regional Significance.
2. Add NE 28* Avenue from E. Main Street to Cornell Road as a "Minor Arterial". This street
connects a designated main street with the Fair Complex LRT Station.
3. Add SE Mintec Bridge Road/SE Cypress Street/SE 32M Avenue from the UGB to E. Main
Street as "Minor Arterials".
4. Add 229* Avenue from Jacobson Road to West Union as a dashed "Collector of Regional
Significance".
5. Change the designation for SE Witch Hazel Road from a minor arterial to a "Collector.of
Regional Significance", as it is a collector road.
Figure 1.14: Relationship between Regional Street Design and Motor Vehicle Classifications:
Add Community Street and Urban Road as "most appropriate street design classification" circles
for Collector streets. These changes cover situations where there are "collectors of regional
significance" thai are.also designated as Community Streets or Urban Roads.
Figure 1.16: Regional Public Transportation System Map:
Please make the following additions of regional bus routes to the map:
1. Brookwood Avenuc/Brookwood Parkway/Shute Road from Tualatin Valley Highway to West
Union Road.
2. Century Boulevard/231" Avenue/229* Avenue from Davis Road to West Union.
3. Cornelius Pass Road from SE 209* Avenue intersection (showed as dashed line through the
South Hillsboro Urban Reserve) to West Union Road.
4. Cypress Strcct/32"1 Avcnuc/28*1 Avcnuc/2S* Avenue from Tualatin Valley Highway to
Evergreen Road.
5. Evergreen Road/Evcrgrccn Parkway from Jackson School Road to Cornell Road
6. Fannington Road from 209* Avenue to 185* Avenue.
7. Jacobson Road from Helvetia Road to Cornelius Pass Road, then heading east on West Union
Road.
8. Kinnaman Road from 209"" Avenue to 1851* Avenue.
9. River Road/Davis Road from Minter Bridge Road to 209* Avenue.
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10. NE 5* Avenue/Jackson School Road from Baseline Street to Evergreen Road.
11. 205* Avenue/206* Avenue/Joha Olson Avenue from Baseline Road to Evergreen Parkway.
12. 209* Avenue from Cornelius Pass Road (where it intersects 209* Avenue from the South
Hillsboro Urban Reserve) to Farmington Road.
Figure 1.18: Regional Bicycle System Map:
Please make the following corrections or additions to the map:
1. Bike lanes on NE 25* Avenue only go up to the entrance of Jones Farm, show the rest as
proposed to Evergreen Road.
2. Add NE 28* Avenue from E. Main Street to Cornell Road as a "Community Connector" as it
connects a main street with a station area. This is a planned project
3. Add Century Boulevard/234* Avenue/231° Avenue as a proposed "Community Connector"
from Tualatin Highway to Baseline Road.
4. Add Butler Road from Brookwood Parkway to Shuts Road as a proposed "Community
Connector" and from Shute Road to Cornelius Pass Road as a "Community Connector**.
5. Add 205th Avenue/206'1' Avenue from Baseline Road to Cornell Road as ^Regional Access" as
it connects a Station Community with Tanasboume Town Center.
6. Add Amberglen Parkway from Walker Road to 206* Avcnuc/LRT as a proposed "Community
Connector".
7. The alignment of the Rock Creek multi-use trail is shown incorrectly especially to the north and
near Tualatin Valley Highway. Please refer to your copy of our adopted TSP for the correct
alignment. Also reflect the already completed sections as solid lines.
Figure 1.19: Regional Pedestrian System Map:
Please make die following corrections or additions to the map:
1. On the map distinguish between purely mixed-use corridors (with residential) and transit
corridors which serve primarily commercial/industrial development (like Tualatin Valley
Highway). See comment below regarding regional pedestrian functional classification (page 1-
S0).
2. The alignment of the Rock Creek multi-use trail is shown incorrectly especially to the north and
near Tualatin Valley Highway. Please refer to your copy of our adopted TSP for the correct
alignment. Also reflect the already completed sections as solid lines.
3. The delineation of pedestrian districts needs to match our designated pedestrian districts per our
"Pedestrian Master and Pedestrian Action Plans" contained within our adopted TSP. Please
refer to your copy of our adopted TSP for the correct pedestrian districts delineation.
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4. The Hillsboro Regional Center, Tanasbourne and Orenco Town Centers should be shown on
the map. If they are also pedestrian districts, perhaps a purple line could be drawn around the
piok to indicate their status as pedestrian districts. Main Street in the.general vicinity of NE .
28* Avenue and E. Main Street should also be shown. Please see attached map for the main
street area boundaries.
Page 1-50: Regional pedestrian system functional classification:
Change the language describing transit/mixed use corridors such that you are not tying transit/mixed use
corridors with 2040 Growth Concept corridors. Distinguish between mixed-use corridors in such as
fashion that they are separate from transit corridors where pedestrian amenities are provided but not as
intensively developed with pedestrian amenities, i.e., wide sidewalks, pedestrian attractions, etc.
Chapter 6: Implementation:
Please make the following text additions or corrections:
6.4.S Design Standards for Street Connectivity.
• 2.b. Provides full street connections with spacing of no more than 530 feet between connections
except where prevented by barriers such as topography, railroads, freeways, pre-existing
development, or wat«r faaturec where regulations implementing Title 3 of the Urban Growth
Management Functional Plan or Goal 5 Resource Protection requirements do not allow
prevent their construction of or require different street connection standards, for Gtreat
facilities.
2.c. Provides bike and pedestrian connections on public easements or rights-of-way whoa where
full street connections are not possible. Spacing between connections shall be no more than
330 feet except where prevent by barriers such as topography, railroads, freeways, pre-
existing development, or watar faaturec vvhara regulations implementing Title 3 of the Urban
Growth Management Functional Plan or Goal 5 Resource Protection requirements do «ot
ftWdw prevent their construction o( or require different street connection standards, for 6trost
foHlttifd
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Section 6.1.4 Refinement Planning Scope and Responsibilities:
In some areas defined in this section, the need for refinement planning is warranted before specific
projects or actions that meet and identified need can be adopted into the RTP. Refinement plans generally
involve s combination of transportation and land use analyses^, multiple local jurisdictions and facilities
operated by multiple transportation providers. Therefore, unless•othemrke cpccificd in thic section, in
most cases Metro will initiate and lead necessary refinement planning in coordination with other affected
local, regional and state agencies. Refinement planning efforts will be purpose multi-modal evaluations
of poccibla transportation solutions w that responds© to needs identified in the RTP. The •ualuatkm
solutions may also include land use alternatives to fully address transportation needs in these corridors.
Appendix 3.1 describes the 1999 prioritization for refinement plans. Refinement plan prioritization is
subject 10 ttuuul periodic updates as part of the Unified Work Plan (UWP).
Section 6.7.5 Specific Corridor Studies:
The purpose of th» corridor studies is to develop an appropriate transportation strategy or solution
thorough the corridor planning process. For each corridor, a number of transportation alternatives will be
examined over a broad geographic area or through a local TSP to determine a recommended set of
projects, actions or strategics that meet the identified need. The recommendations from corridor studies
are then incorporated into the RTP, as appropriate. This section contains the following specific
considerations that «*uet should be incorporated into corridor studies as they occur.
Tualatin Valley Highway
A number of improvements are need b this corridor to address existing deficiencies and serve increased
travel demand. The primary function of this route is to provide access to and between the Beaverton and
Hillsboro regional centers, and move significant volumes of east-west traffic through a corridor bounded
by Baseline Road to the north and Farminftton Road to the south. As such, the con-idor is defined as
extending from Farmington Road, in Beaverton, to Baseline Road, in Hillsboro. The following design
considerations should be addressed as part of a corridor study:
• consider aggressively manag«mg access as part of a congestion management strategy •
• impUmant consider TSM and other interim intersection improvements at various locations
between Cedar Hills Boulevard and Brookwood Avenue
• implement long-toon consider a limited access, divided facility from Murray Boulevard to
Brookwood Avenue, with three lanes in each direction, and grada separation Also consider
alternatives to grade separation at major intersections.
Implement consider complementary capacity improvements on parallel routes* including
-Farmington, Alexander, Baseline and Walker roads
Sincerely,
Gordon Faber
Mayor
Cc: MPAC
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Jon Kvistad, Chair
Joint Policy Advisory Committee on Transportation
Metro
600 NE Grand Ave
Portland OR 97232
Dear Mr. Kvistad:
The East Multnomah County Transportation Committee, (EMCTC) has had many discussions
about transportation financing in recent months. At the December 6, 1999 meeting, it was
reported that the Metro Policy Advisory Committee (MPAC) has convened a Finance
Subcommittee. As we understand it, the subcommittee is looking at financing strategies for a
variety of issues, one being transportation. EMCTC would like to see participation from
JPACT representatives in this subcommittee.
Irt addition, we believe the subcommittee would benefit from people with expertise and
experience in non-traditional sources of financing strategies. This may be done with a
consultant to research new financing strategies or by inviting guest speakers to the
subcommittee.
We believe that working together is our best strategy to finding solutions to the financial
challenges we as a region face.
Sincerely,
Sharron Kelley, Chair
East Multnomah County Transportation Committee
KSCK2436.LTR (L0078)
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Transportation Committee
City of Fairview City of Gresham City of Troutdale City of Wood Village Multnomah County
December 7, 1999
Jon Kvistad, Chair
Joint Policy Advisory Committee on Transportation
Metro Regional Center
600 NE Grand Ave.
Portland OR 97232
Dear Mr. Kvistad:
The East Multnomah County Transportation Committee (EMCTC) has been an active
participant in the preparation and review of the 1999 Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) over
the past four years. We are pleased to see the RTP finally heading for approval, as we
recognize the tremendous effort in bringing the RTP to this point.
Sometimes we tend to forget that a document such as the RTP really represents a dynamic
process as it is continually under development. Selecting a cut-off point is difficult, as there
will also remain a number of outstanding issues that require resolution; With this in mind,
EMCTC supports approval of the RTP. EMCTC would like to point out several remaining
issues that we would like to see addressed in the coming months.
The most recent MTIP process devoted a considerable amount of attention and resources to
building on Regional Centers at the expense of Town Centers. The rationale for this support
was based on leveraging the existing investment in Regional Centers. However, many of the
Regional Centers are mature to the point of essentially being self-sustaining, while a number of
the outlying Town Centers are facing strong development pressures and lack the resources and
infrastructure of the Regional Centers to accommodate this development.
EMCTC would like additional emphasis given to Town Centers in the future to deal with these
development pressures. More specifically, we would like language added in section 3.4.3
addressing transportation needs and deficiencies in the Fairview/Wood Village, Troutdale, and
Rockwood Town Centers.
North/south traffic movement in East Multnomah County is becoming more and more difficult.
There are a number of impediments to overcome that the region needs to address in the near
term. First, there are a number of substandard railroad overcrossings that seriously impede
traffic flow, whether it is freight movement, access to jobs in the Columbia Corridor, or
simply safety issues such as the lack of bicycle/pedestrian access to the Blue Lake Regional
Park.
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Second, when the Oregon Department of Transportation suspended work on the environmental
analysis for the Mt. Hood Parkway, Multnomah County assumed responsibility for undertaking
the analysis and need to make necessary arterial improvements to the 242nd Avenue Corridor
between 1-84 and US 26. To help compensate for the state's inability to move forward with
the Mt. Hood Parkway and the County's need to meet future traffic demands, EMCTC seeks
continued support in the RTP and MTIP processes to assure needed arterial improvements in
the corridor.
Finally, EMCTC is concerned about the portrayal of the strategic transportation system. By
including the strategic system in the "Getting There" promotional brochures, the Region may
be telling the public that the transportation improvements contained therein will be built in the
timeframe identified in the brochure. The public needs to know the likelihood of the strategic
system being built as opposed to the financially constrained system
Again, we appreciate the effort required to complete the 1999 Regional Transportation Plan
and look forward towards implementing the RTP.
Sincerely,
Sharron Kelley, Chair
East Multnomah County Transportation Committee
EACK2423.LTR
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December 8, 1999
Andy Cotugno
Director, Transportation, METRO
600 NE Grand Avenue
Portland, OR 97232
Dear Mr. Cotugno,
We would like to submit the following comments regarding the Regional Transportation Plan for
JPACTs discussion. We hope you will accept these general policy suggestions in addition to those
comments submitted by the East Multnomah County Transportation Committee.
We applaud the work of Metro staff, community members, TPAC and others who have worked hard to
come up with this comprehensive transportation vision for our region that will help to guide our policies
for the next twenty years. We specifically appreciate the work that has been done to link our land-use
policies and transportation planning.
The following list of comments we feel would complement the work already accomplished in the RTP
draft. We hope that you will carefully consider them as JPACT and the Metro Council finalize and
implement this plan.
I. Funding
Funding is obviously one of the biggest challenges we face in implementing this plan.
With the impending referral vote on the increased gas tax measure passed earlier this
year by the Legislature, we can not discount that any efforts we make locally or
statewide to fund upcoming transportation projects will be hard-fought battles. In light
of that, we suggest that Metro planning staff and JPACT revisit the project list of the
Strategic System. It would be more realistic for us to plan for a funding package that is
closer to our economic reality, as opposed to one that is almost three times the available
resources. Creating a Strategic System that is closer to the $2.0 billion predicted revenue
would be more attainable than a $7.21 billion package. (Chapter 5)
In light of the shortfall in funding available regionally, the plan should also direct a joint
MPAC and JPACT funding committee to research and strategize the regional funding
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options available to us. The funding committee should present these options and their
suggestions to JPACT for review and implementation.
While we understand that the Traffic Relief Options study suggested to JPACT that
congestion pricing only be used to pay for new infrastructure, we do not think that we
should rule out using this tool to fund other projects. (Section 4.5.1) Additionally, I
think it is imperative that congestion pricing be considered for all new projects and
capacity, including any new capacity built on Interstate 5.
2. Building Transit Ridership:
The RTP depends on alleviating some of the pressures of congestion by expanding
transportation choices. Coupling this with efforts to expand transit ridership is very
important to our success in getting people out of their cars for work, shopping and play.
At the beginning of the RTP (section 1.3), special mention is made to increase
transportation choices for people of all needs, including youth, elderly and disabled. The
RTP should not only encourage transportation choices for these populations, but should
direct Tri-Met, SMART and C-TRAN to develop programs that reach out to and build
ridership within these populations. This point could be addressed in section 1.3.3 or the
Transportation Demand Management section 3.1.
Additionally, special attention should be focussed on providing increased access to
transportation for economically disadvantaged people, especially as it addresses their
needs to work.
Thank you for taking the time to review our suggestions. We look forward to working with Metro to
make these plans and ideas a reality.
Sincerely,
Beverly Stei I J Diane Linn ^JPerena Crur (J Tlisa Naito
Chair / Commissioner Commissioner Commissioner
Multnomih/County District 1 District 2 District 3
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CPOI3 ROBERT N. BOTHMAN
Robert N. Bothman 7365 S. W. 87TH
Chair P o r t l a n d , Oregon
97223
Phone 50 3 244 7206
Fax 503 244 7206
DATE DECEMBER S, 1999
ATTENTION JON KVISTAD, METRO COUNCILOR
CHAIR JPACT
PAGES 2
SUBJECT REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION PLAN
The r e s i d e n t s i n West S l o p e - R a l e i g h Hi11s-Garden Home CPO#3,
seeking to maintain the liviability of their neighborhood have
requested traffic through the neighborhood be managed and not
simply accomodated. a key to this request is to seek improvements
without additional lanes on garden home road and oleson road this
can be accomplished by simply classifying these streets as
collectors and not develop them into arterials
staff has responded to the cpo comments with comment 9 and 10
siting the lack of arterials in the network actually this
neighborhood is circled by i5 hwy 217 and hwy 26 providing an
excellent freeway system to carry through traffic within the
freeways the area is served with arterials hall blvd beaverton
hillsdale hwy canyon road and scholls ferry road collector
designation is the correct asignment of garden home and oleson
roads allowing for traffic to get from neighborhood streets to the
arterials and freewaysTh  st ff is considering only the auto demands the region system
cannot afford to simply accomodate more and more autos in the built
up subburan neighborhoods your consideration of the neighborhoods
and folks directly affected by this decision is appreciated
Washington County MSTIP project include improvements to all of
oleson road consisting of two lanes with a left turn lane and
signal at 80th bicycle lanes and sidewalks matching the recently
completed improvements at oleson road and garden home road these
improvements represent the input from the neighborhoods and desire
for the future of oleson road and garden home road
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The CFO would also appreciate your consideration to adding an
interim project on Garden Home Road to build bicycle lanes and
sidewalks from Oleson Road to Allen Blvd, the same project in the
county MSTIP for Oleson Road, in the strategic program . This
project would connect to the existing improved two lane with
bicycle lanes section of multnomah Blvd east of Oleson Road.
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I would be happY to futher discuss this request for your
ASSISTANCE
12/08/99 15:09 FAI 503 649 3482 STEVE LARFANCE
FAX
page 1 of 4
Date: 12-8-99
To: Jon Kvistad, Metro Councilor, J-PAC Chair
From: Steve Larrance for Citizens Against Irresponsible Growth CAIG
Re: RTP proposed changes to classification of TV. Highway
The following paragraph is to summarize and support the testimony of Larry Derr and
myself to your Transportation Committee yesterday.
Please remove from the text of the soon to be adopted Regional Transportation Plan.
RTP, all functional classification changes and references to future study conclusions,
such as the four bullets on page 6-31 of the RTP. to the T.V. Highway east of
Brookwood Avenue until completion of the corridor study also recommended in the
RTP. I have attached two pages from the DKS Report dated Sept. 13.1999 prepared
for the Washington County Board of Commissioners which indicate that the study must
come before the conclusions. Also attached is the page in the RTP referencing the T.
V. Highway.
Thanks for your hard work to ensure to the citizens of Washington County and the
Region that the easy and inexpensive transportation solutions will be considered
before the expensive ones, which very probably will never be fully implemented, are
adopted.
Sincerely submitted,
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jft 3° expressway facility similar to Highway 212 in Milwaukie and Highway 99E near
Tacoma Avenue with roadway over-crossings, grade-Separated interchanges, and very
limited access to adjoining land The Draft Strategic RTF allocates $33.2 million for this
improvement Additional costs for land acquisition and business impact requirements
could increase the total project to over $ 100 million.
TV Highway Improvements Require Further Study-The suggested Metro
recommendation for an expressway facility on TV Highway has not been studied by
ODOT, Washington County or either affected city and these solutions have not been
adopted into their respective transportation plans. Further study of the TV Highway
Corridor is needed to document the specific needs and to develop a preferred alternative.
This investigation would balance the benefits of high capacity street improvements
assumed in the Strategic RTF and the costs of such improvements including the impacts
to existing and planned land development (both takings and access modifications).
DKS Associates
Soi/tfj HiHsbOCO Urban Reserves Transportation Review
I
Page 2
September 13. «99
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transportation system given the existing system and planned improvements that are identified
in the latest RTP1.
TV Highway - One of the more substantial RTF street improvements on die Strategic
network was along TV Highway between 10* Street in Hillsboro and Cedar Hills Boulevard
in Beaverton. The improvement would more than double capacity from 2,150 vehicle per
hour (vph) in each direction today to 4.500 vph after the improvement. (See letter from Metro
to Washington County with this improvement recommendation and ODOTs letter to Metro
regarding TV Highway in Appendix B)
This RTP project is not explicitly contained in the state, county or city transportation plans.
The county plan calls for seven-lanes on TV Highway in this area, and the chy plan notes that
by 2015 TV Highway will be close to capacity (this review focuses on 2020 horizon year).
ODOT has not adopted such improvements into their regional plan but they recognize the
need for improved access management.
In order to achieve 4,500 vehicles per hour capacity, significant access changes must occur in
the TV Highway Corridor. The modd assumes three interchange treatments, four or five
flyovers or underpasses and five or six "right in, right out" locations between Brookwood
Avenue and Hocken Avenue. All other roads and business driveways would be cut-off from
direct access to TV Highway. Between Brookwood Avenue and WS^Avenue, one
interchange, two flyovers and two "right in, right outs" are assumed. Further refinement study
is needed to fully document the capacity needs, and to develop alternative measures to
increase corridor capacity. The suggested expressway concept by Metro is only one possible
solution. Other alternatives could include improved capacity and connectivity of parallel
roads, and other locations foe grade separations and access controls.
At a planning level, access changes of this magnitude are necessary to achieve the high
capacity assumed in the modeL The precise access dements and their locations should be
identified in a more detailed corridor study. However, near the South Hillsboro Urban
Reserve, this level of capacity cannot be achieved with at-grade intersections.
Miscellaneous Corrections - Based on input from city and county staff regarding network
corrections, the following network modifications were made:
• Farmiagton Road - The Existing Resource network was showed 1800 vph capacity
west of 185* Avenue where no planned improvements are identified. This was corrected
to be 900 vph.
• Century Boulevard - The segment between Evergreen Road and Cornell Road was
added to the bom networks, and the segment between Evergreen Road across US 26 to
Jacobson Road was added to the Strategic Auto network. These revisions will be
incorporated into the next round of RTP network improvements.
Land Development Assumptions
The proposed concept plan land development is distributed around three major
neighborhoods on-shc: Butternut Creek, Ladd-Reed, and Gordon Creek. The specific
allocations for each neighborhood are not identified in the concept plan, but the overall mix
of development is summarized below hi Table 3. The South Hillsboro Urban Reserve plan
area includes up to 8.500 new residential dwelling units, one middle school, two elementary
schools, and over 600,000 square feet of building area for office, industrial and commercial
uses.
Regional Transportation Plat, Metro, Round 3 — April 16.1999, Stnuc^c Aura Funding soanario.
DKS Associates : Page 6
South HStsbom Urban Reserves Transportation Review September 13. 1999
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• consider express, HOV lanes and peak period pricing when adding new capacity
• design capacity improvements to maintain some mobility for regional trips during peak
travel periods
• design capacity improvements to preserve freight mobility during off-peak hours
• retain auxiliary lanes where they currently exist •
• improve parallel routes to accommodate a greater share of local trips in this corridor
• improve light rail service with substantially unproved headways
• coordinate with planned commuter rail service from WUsonvOle to Beaverton regional
center
Tualatin Valley Highway ' '
A number of improvements are needed in this corridor to address existing deficiencies and serve
increased travel demand. The primary function of this route is to provide access to and between
the Beaverton and Hillsboro regional centers. As such, the corridor is defined as extending from
Farmington Road, in Beaverton, to Baseline Road, in Hlllsboro. The following design
considerations should be addressed as part of a corridor study:
• aggressively manage access as part of a congestion management strategy
• implement TSM and other interim intersection improvements at various locations
between Cedar Hills Boulevard and Brookwood Avenue
• implement long-term, a limited access, divided facility from Murray Boulevard to
Brookwood Avenue, with three lanes in each direction and grade separation at major •
intersections
• implement complementary capacity improvements on parallel routes, including
Farmington, Alexander, Baseline and Walker roads
North Willamette Crossing
The RTF analysis shows a strong demand far travel between Northeast Portland Highway and
the adjacent Rivergate industrial area and Highway 30 on the opposite side of the Willamette
River. This demand is currently served by the St. Johns Bridge. However, the St Johns crossing
has a number of limitations Chat must be considered in the long term In. order to maintain
adequate freight and general access to the Rivergate industrial area and intermodal facilities.
Currently, die St Johns truck strategy Is being developed (and should be completed in 2000) to
balance freight mobility needs with the long-term health of the St. Johns town center. The
truck strategy is an interim solution to demand in (his corridor, and does not attempt to address
long-term access to Rivergate and Northeast Portland Highway from Highway 30.
Specifically, the following issues should be considered in a corridor plan:
6-31
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SUBJECT: Suggested RTP amendments:
On page 1-6 under Urban Reserves
Amend the sentence "Once urban reserves are brought within the urban
growth boundary, more detailed transportation system planning at the
regional and local level occurs in conjunction with detailed land-use
planning."
To read, "Prior to urban reserves being brought within the urban growth
boundary, a more detailed transportation system plan and funding strategy
must occur at the regional and local level in conjunction with detailed land
use planning."
On page 3-50 under Damascus and Pleasant Valley Town Centers
Delete the sentence "Urban reserves in the Damascus and Pleasant Valley
are expected to be added to the urban growth boundary incrementally, and
will not be necessarily timed according to needed transportation •
improvements."
In addition or as an alternative
Add a new section 6.8.11 Timing of UGB Expansion
It is necessary to assure that an adequate transportation infrastructure is
provided as growth occurs. The expansion of the Urban Growth Boundary
should occur only when adequate funding for necessary improvements is
secure.
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Final recommendations from the Green Streets project will be incorporated, as appropriate, into
the KTP. The project is scheduled for completion in July 2001..
6.8.2 Damascus-Pleasant Valley TCSP Planning
Metro was recently awarded a special federal TCSP grant from the US Department of
Transportation to complete an urban reserve plan for the Damascus-Pleasant Valley area of
Clackamas County. The work scope for the project is broad, encompassing land-use,'
transportation, and environmental planning. The project is scheduled to begin in early 2000.
The objective of the study is to prepare concept plans for this large urban reserve area in
anticipation of fjiture urbanization. Metro will work with a number of local partners to •
complete the project, including the cities of Portland, Greshain and Happy Valley, and
Multnomah and Clackamas counties. A citizen policy advisory committee that includes
residents and keystakeholders will guide the project.
The Damascus-Pleasant Valley planning effort v/ill include conceptual transportation planning
for regional facilities in the area, and more detailed street planning for northern portions of the
area that are already included in the urban area. Transportatiorvjscenarios will be developed
to reflect a variety of land-use alternatives for the area, and v/Ql be analyzed with the
regional transportation model.
The preferred alternative will likely include refineroeiits to the Damascus-Pleasant Vjri&y
street functional classifications and transportatiojvlmprovements included in thjs-ptan. *
Proposed amendments to the RTP would be considered upon completion of ttje-srady, which is
scheduled to conclude in Fall 2002. The preferred alternative will also jnmide future street
plans for some local streets that may be/incorporated into local TSJJs
Add (and land use) after Transportation in the last sentence of the
second paragraph.
Add (urban reserve boundary) after Damascus - Pleasant Valley in
the first sentence of the third paragraph.
solutions. Such measures are aireaay usea ror Areas or special concern identified in Chapter 1
of this plan, but should also be considered in other areas to better evaluate both the need and
relative effectiveness of multi-modal transportation solutions.
Tour-Based Modeling and TRO Enhancements
Tour-based modeling represents a departure from the current trip-based model used to develop
the RTP. In contrast to the current model, tour-based modeling allows for a much more detailed
analysis, since it does not rely on the somewhat generalized assumptions that accompany the
current model. In the current system, land-use and transportation assumptions are created for
each of 1,260 traffic zones that form the smallest building block for analysis. Tour-based
modeling will allow data to be evaluated to the tax lot or parcel level, which will result in a
much more detailed and flexible system for testing proposed transportation improvements.
6-35
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Oregon
Environmental
Council
DEC 1 3 1999
To: • JPACT • . . '
Frorn: Chris Hagerbaumer, Air & Transportation Program Director
RE: 2nd--Round of Comments on Regional Transportation Plan
Date: December 10,1999 :
The Oregon Environmental Council (OEC) appreciates your attention to our first
" round of comments (see the memo from .OEC dated November 2). This memo
reiterates'.sprite comments from thefirst,"but also includes some new . '
suggestions/ We would.a.lso like to drawyour attention to the fact-that we are .
members Of the Coalition for a Livable Future and strongiy support the .
comments that CLF will soon submit,
Air Quality Impacts
We are aware that you will be developing a'financially constrajned system and
determining the conformity of that system With federal air quality standards in the
coming months. Please don't wait to deal with excess emissions by shuffling
projects around at the end. Avoid exceedances up front by forwarding projects
thatare known beforehand to have the least impact oh the airshed,. . ' •
We are somewhat worried that the RTP that has .been shared with the public to
date sets up .unrealistic expectations about what-the region can afford to build
from a financial standpoint and what the region can afford to build from an air
quality standpoint. Involve the public as soon as possible in the selection and .
analysis of projects to be built under the constrained system. Make the public *
aware of the financial and envtronmental costs of various scenarios. •;
Transportation Demand Management
We understand that you have broken TDM'policies into three categories
 :
(general, parking, and peak period pricing); but believe that youVe missed calling
out some other pricing policies besides parking pricing and peak period pricing. .
We suggest adding an objective to Policy 19.0: ' . .
• Investigate the use of policies that accurately.reflect the full costs of
.transportation to encourage more effjeient use of resources. "•••'•• .
OEC does not agree with our.fellow members on the TRO TAC that the revenue-
generating aspect of peak period pricing should be on parity with the congestion
management aspect. Wesuggest changing objective (a) of Policy 19.1 as
follows: .. . • .
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a. Objective: Apply peak period pricing appropriately to manage congestion.and. secondarily. • . (^  j
to. generaterevenues to help with needed transportation improvements. - ' ~"
We also feel strongly that given thei longevityof the' FtTP, the possibility lhat public opjhionwjll . .
change over time should be:ref)ected tn objective (b) of Policy i 9.2. We are also worried that.
by negating Ihe possibility of pricing existing[roadway over the period01the RTP's influence, we
. may negate the possibility of pricing oh new infrastructure: Because hew road projects are • - • ' • • . .
. being built in such .smali segments, the region may need -to 4611 a portion of the existingrbadway.
inI order tomake a pricing project feasible. We suggest the following change t6 the policy ' .
language: : • . . ' - ' . . ••" • ' ."''•'..."'•'•':••: '-
"•• b. Objective: Do^  not price existing roadway at thistinie. but peak period pricing on existing . . : .
• roadways should be considered as public support grows and demand necessitates." ' ; v y
:
 Potential New Revenue Sources ' ' \ ; . " V
This section should detail a wider range of^^ potential revenue sources: For example, the •
recently adopted Oregon Highway Plan considersifees on vehicle miles traveled as an option.
We suggest adding a bullet under 4.4.1 that describes mileage-based fees and a.bullet that
describes smog fees (see our earlier memo for a full description of the potential benefits of .
these policies). • . ' . . : .
- • Mileage-based fee on automobiles and light trucks. The gas taxdoes not accuratejy
-reflect vehicle contribution to road maintenance because fuej-efficiency varies greatly from
. vehicle to vehicle. TJhe gas- tax will become,more and more antiquated as the fleet is •
modernized to include hybrid and alternative-fueled vehicles. A. vehicle miles traveled (VMT) '
• fee would properly account for theiwear andItearxaused by -lightweight vehicles. ' ."
• Fee on pollution emitted. A "smog fee" based on vehicles'Remission characteristics would
•••'• properly .account for the damage caused by vehicle-related air pollution and could be used
. as a source of funding for less-polluting transportation options. .
At the December 9 JPACT meeting, we were somewhat disappointed that a large increase in
the vehicle registration fee was suggested as a funding option! A vehicle registration fee taxes
vehicle, ownership, not vehicle use. A fair and efficient finance system would charge motorists .. :' •
for the actual costs they impose on the system. • . . . . : ; : • " • ;
— Thank you for your attention to our suggestions: .. . ' ' ' • .
O
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December 14, 1999
Mike Burton, Executive Director
METRO
600 NE Grand Avenue
Portland, OR 97232
Dear Mr. Burton:
I am pleased to provide these comments as part of the public input for the
Regional Transportation Plan. The amount of work and thought that has been
invested in making this a plan that will truly benefit the economy and citizens of
the district clearly shows the importance we give to transportation. The subject
of transportation has been a critical issue in the strategic plans developed by
Aging and Disability Services for the past 15 years.
During that time, our work with members of the elderly and disabilities
communities and partners in transportation, has seen great changes in the
quality and scope of special needs transportation. This has included a
heightened awareness of issues around special needs transportation that
spurred the establishment of the LIFT program at Tri-Met, the establishment of
Medicaid Waivered Medical Transportation statewide, and the growing interest in
making all transit systems fully accessible. In the 3 county area, Area Agencies
on Aging and Disabilities (AAAD's) are looking forward to discussions, to be held
soon, with County Commissioners, Fred Hansen, and other transportation
partners to create the first comprehensive plan and vision for Special Needs
Transportation.
With this in mind and realizing that there are notable gaps in meeting the needs
of elderly, disabled, and low income populations in transportation, I read the
policies that make up the structure of the RTP. I considered the plan as an
excellent framework as it exists, but with an interest in providing comments
useful in creating more depth and impact in the plan for these populations in the
region.
I observed that the RTP lacks overall vision or focus for special needs
transportation. It also appears to be missing the expertise and organized ideas
that the elderly, low income and disabilities communities could offer if concerted
provision were made to facilitate and plan around it. Issues are arising in the
region indicating that while the 3 objectives under Barrier Free Transportation are
important; a large part of special needs transportation falls outside compliance
with the ADA. And, while the plan focuses on access to jobs and retail services
as part of livability, no mention is made of access to health or child care services
as key to special needs populations. Planning for missing elements of
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transportation that would allow special needs populations to better use the
various modes envisioned in the RTP are not addressed.
To address this, I suggest to the Councilors that:
1. That the scope of planning and consideration in the RTP for special needs
transportation for elderly, disabled and low income individuals be broadened
and integrated into several elements throughout the plan including:
• Safety and education,
• Intergovernmental coordination,
• Regional public transportation,
• System management,
• and Transportation funding.
2. That METRO jointly staff a task force with Tri-Met and other partners that
would meet to consider and recommend to the Council appropriate ways to
build special needs considerations into these or other sections of the RTP. I
would suggest that the task force bring together experts from the field of
aging, disabilities, low income populations and special needs transportation
along with citizens representing these groups to accomplish this important
goal. Perhaps this will fit best in the outstanding issues portion.
3. That the task force also be charged with developing a vision for development
and policies that benefit special needs populations and would become an
integral part of the Growth 2000 plan and RTP.
I appreciate the policies and goals of the Metro RTP that rightly identify, under
"Public Involvement," elderly, disabled, and low income individuals as part of the
focus of planning and public input for "traditionally underserved" populations. I
feel encouraged that with some focused effort within the planning process for the
RTP that we can inject purpose and impact around special needs transportation
and the populations it serves. Addressing these needs can only make the
system better for everyone.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment and your willingness to consider my
suggestions. • You can count on ADS, the Disability Services Advisory Council,
and Elders in Action as partners in developing any such plans.
Sincerely,
Jim McConnell, Director
Multnomah County Aging and Disability Services.
CC: Andy Cotugno
2
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DEC 1 41999
November 26, 1999
Tom Kloster
Metro Transportation Department
600 NE Grand
Portland, OR 97232
Dear Mr. Kloster,
I am writing to provide you with comments on the Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) and your
Green Streets proposal, which is referenced in the RTP. These comments are formal comments
of the Audubon Society of Portland on behalf of the over 8,500 members who live in the Portland-
Vancouver metropolitan region.
As I indicated after your recent RTP presentation at MTAC, I was initially very disappointed to see
so little attention to urban stormwater management and other negative environmental impacts
that the transportation system has on natural systems in the metropolitan region. There is scant
attention, through Policies 7.0 (the natural environment) and 8.0 (water quality) listed within your
Regional Transportation Policies, that address these impacts.
Our biggest concern with your description of the environmental impacts of the "2020 Preferred
System" is that it the brief environmental discussion focuses almost exclusively on fish passage
as a response to the ESA. While maintenance and restoration of fish passage is a critical issue,
so too are issues of imperviousness and direct habitat loss.
As you note in your "Outstanding Issues" discussion on page 6.34 of the RTP, the transportation
right of way contributes a huge amount of imperviousness to the region's landscape. I think your
figure of 20% greatly underestimates this impact. I have seen figures that suggest between 30%
and 40% of urban imperviousness can be attributed to all elements of the transportation system,
so your estimates may be greatly understated. It is this imperviousness, and the attendant runoff
that alters stream hydrology with the resulting negative impacts on stream morphology that is the
single greatest issue that must be addressed in all developments, including the transportation
system.
Our single greatest concern with the RTP, while we support your efforts to produce a balanced,
multi-modal regional transportation system, is that water quality and, more importantly, quantity
continues to be and "outstanding issue. We would have hoped that, with our longstanding
understanding of the impacts I refer to above and that you have pointed out in the RTP, that
stormwater quantity and quality would have constituted a more robust discussion in the RTP.
That said, I have read your excellent Green Streets proposal and would like to give you some
comments on that document. I think it would have been a good idea to include the Green Street
project description in the RTP itself, given the comprehensive nature of the proposed work plan.
As concerened as we are that the RTP itself does little to address the water quality and quantity
issues, we are very pleased with the work that you propose to undertake through the Green
Streets project.
Frankly, I was surprised that this project is virtually unknown to those I have mentioned this
project to on WRPAC and in other natural resource circles, including Portland's Stormwater
Advisory Committee. I strongly recommend that as you proceed with this project that better
connections be established between your project team and these committees since your work will
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be critical to addressing the issues they are wrestling with as well. A presentation to WRPAC and
the Portland Stormwater Advisory Committee would be welcome by both groups inasmuch as
they are both regional stormwater management policies, including reduction of imperviousness
and retrofitting existing developments.
I have inserted my comments into the text of the Green Streets proposed work plan. While I have
a few specific concerns about the proposal, I want to emphasize that this project is a significant
step in the right direction. We are very pleased that Metro took the initiative to solicit funding from
the state for this project and would like to see considerably more discussion of serious
environmental impacts that the transportation system on the region's streams, rivers and
wetlands.
Sincerely,
Mike Houck
Urban Naturalist
Audubon Society of Portland
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westlinnDecember 10, 1999 BY:
Mike Burton
Metro Executive Officer
600 NE Grand Ave.
Portland OR 97232-2736
SUBJECT: COMMENTS ON DRAFT REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION PLAN
The City of West Linn has the following comments on the Draft Regional Transportation Plan,
dated November 5, 1999:
1. REGIONAL TRANSIT SERVICE STRATEGY MAP (following Page 5-12):
The map for regional bus service does not follow the adopted West Linn Transportation System
Plan strategy for bus routes in West Linn. West Linn proposes that the future community bus
route on Rosemont Road run from the Rosemont/Salamo Road intersection south along Salamo
Road to 1-205 and the Willamette "main street" area.
2. URBAN CLACKAMAS COUNTY TRANSPORTATION PROJECTS (following Page 5-56)
Project # 5195: This project should be worded "Retrofit the street with a boulevard design
from West A Street to the existing Oregon City bridge.. .This will eliminate some
confusion as to the location of this project.
Project #5194: This project should be worded, "Improve the intersection with Pimlico
Drive safer for all modes of travel." The other intersections mentioned in this item have
already been improved.
Project #5204: There is no traffic signal currently at the intersection of Stafford Road and
Rosemont Road, and while the project is in the Clackamas County Capital Improvement
Program, it is not funded. Please change the second sentence to read, "This project will
include construction of a traffic signal."
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Please contact Gordon Howard at 656-4211 if you have any questions about these items.
Sincerely,
Dan Drentlaw
Planning Director
C: Mayor and Council
Scott Burgess
Andrew Cotugno
382
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Tim Persey
12345 SW Davies Road
BY: Beaverton,OR 97008
December 13, 1999
Metro
RIP Comments
600 NE Grand Avenue
Portland, OR 97232
RE: Metro Project 3033
Dear Metro:
The Metro RTP includes project 3033 named the 125th Extension. This is a Beaverton project
that is highly controversial and will negatively affect the quality of life of residents who live along
the proposed roadway. Traffic that should be taking Scholls Ferry Road or Murray Blvd. will now
be coming through the Greenway Neighborhood. I would like to see this road removed from the
RTP. If that is not possible, then the 125th Extension should not be built until Scholls Ferry Road
is upgraded to seven lanes. Scholls Ferry Road is overloaded now and the Murray/Scholls Town
Center will add even more traffic. This traffic must stay on these major arterials and not come
through our neighborhood. Please help our neighborhood and discourage the construction of
project 3033.
Sincerely yours,
P
(7
Tim Persey
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S M I L E
SELI-WOOD MORRLAND IMPROVEMENT LEAGUE
8210 S.E. 13TH AVENUE • PORTLAND. OR 97202
STATION (503) 234-3570 • CHURCH (503) 233-1497
December 16,1999
RTP
Metro Transportation Department
600 NE Grand Avenue
Portland, Oregon 97232
To Whom It May Concern:
Please consider these comments on the proposed Regional Transportation Plan from the
Sellwood-Morcland Neighborhood Association. The Board has discussed the RTP as it
affects our neighborhood and endorses these comments.
The RTP covers a wide range of transportation projects over a broad geographic area. Our
comments, although focussed on a few projects in a prescribed area, also relate to the broader
plan as well. First, we support the conclusions of the South Willamette Crossing Study and
urge that they be fully incorporated into the Regional Transportation Plan. Although the
search for funding for rehabilitation of the Sellwood Bridge or construction of a replacement
bridge will be put off to another day, it is important, nonetheless, to acknowledge the policy
direction within the Plan now. Second, we support the recommendation to reclassify Tacoma
Street as a Community Street rather than its current status as a Regional Street. Both of these
actions recognize and support the community's efforts to meet Region 2040 goals as to how
we will responsibly meet the challenges of growth in the metropolitan area. It is the least that
Metro can do to acknowledge and support the hard and sometimes contentious work that we
have done. Although we may be seen as just a neighborhood within the region's largest city,
we are, in fact, a community of over 11,000 people who taken as extraordinary a planning
step as any other jurisdiction in the area. Third, we urge Metro to take seriously the other
recommendations of the South Willamette Crossing Study to truly support alternative modes
of travel in this part of the region. In our discussions on the crossing study all participants
recognized the need to address capacity and mobility needs in ways substantially different
than we have. The current RTP takes some steps in mat direction but falls short of taking
other options to automobile travel seriously, particularly in north Clackamas County. Our
expectations are high and we will be tracking this. Our efforts to plan and grow responsibly
will fail if we surrender to automobile dependence as business as usual.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment and to work with you on these issues.
Sincerely Yours,
Kevin Downing
Vice President
Chair, Transportation Committee
* * TOTAL PAGE.02 * *
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CITY OF OREGON CITY
December 14,1999
Metro Council
600 NE Grand Avenue
Portland, OR 97232
Re: Draft Regional Transportation Plan
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Dear Presiding Officer Monroe and the Metro Council:
Congratulations to you and your staff for all the hard work that is reflected in the drai t Regional
Transportation Plan. The City of Oregon City has reviewed key sections of the plan i nd
appreciate this opportunity to convey a significant concern that has been voiced by
commissioners, staff, and community members.
Findings for Highway 213 (Oregon City to the urban growth boundary) are found on Page 3-55
of the November 5, 1999 Adoption Draft. The findings indicate that a) Highway 213 will
continue to experience congestion; b) expanded transit is not proposed for this corrid >r; and c)
new facilities parallel to Highway 213 would be difficult to construct due to topograf hie and
environmental constraints.
We concur that severe limitations, including steep slopes, water resources, and built- >ut land,
exist along all parallel routes (such as the 7* Street/Molalla and 5th Street/Linn corric ors) that
preclude their expansion. In addition, environmental and physical constraints (Newe 1 Canyon)
will not allow Highway 213 roadway widening between Redland/Abemethy Roads a id
Beavercreek Road.
We are very concerned that the Regional Transportation Plan would not pursue expa »ded transit
for the Highway 213 Corridor. We believe that the region cannot close the door on t ansit
service and must continue to explore effective transit along the Highway 213 corridc r. Our own
draft Transportation System Plan calls out the need for transit along the Highway 21 \ Corridor
within the 2018 planning horizon. We have also included future park and ride facilifes for the
corridor.
We appreciate your consideration of the City's concern prior to adoption of the Regi >nal
Transportation Plan.
Verv truly yours.Q £
/Mayor John F. Williams
JFW/njtk
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DEC 1 61999December 10, 1999
Jon Kvistad, JPACT Chair
Metro
600 NE Grand Avenue
Portland, OR 97232
RE: RTP
Dear Chair Kvistad:
This letter contains the City of Forest Grove comments regarding approval of the 1999 Update to
the Regional Transportation Plan and Refinement Process. Our comments point out errors or
omissions in the document.
1. Project #3153. The City of Forest Grove's TSP adopted on November 22, 1999, shows
the easterly extension of David Hill Road to Highway 47. Metro's RTP map shows the
alignment north of David Hill Road.
2. Project #3156. The City of Forest Grove's TSP shows Main St. extended north and
connecting with the David Hill Road extension. Metro's RTP map shows Main St.
ending where it now exists. The City plans to extend Main St. north to our city limits
during summer 2000.
3. Beal Road. As part of the Highway 47 truck route project, Beal Road west of Highway
47 will become a cul-de-sac. This is a critical point. It impacts east-west circulation
within our city, and has caused us to propose improvements to Main St. and the extension
of David Hill Road. Please show Beal Road as a cul-de-sac.
Thank you for your consideration relative to Forest Grove comments.
Respectfully,
Mayor Richard Kidd
CITY OF FOREST GROVE P.O. Box 326 Forest Grove, Oregon 97116 (503)359-3200 FAX (503) 359-3207
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CITY of PORTLAND
BICYCLE ADVISORY COMMITTEE
1120 S.W. 5th Avenue, Room 730 U t U l 6 KM.
Portland, Oregon 97204 - .
'(503)823-7083 •
MEMORANDUM
TO: Rod Monroe, Presiding Officer
Metro Council • _
FROM: Keith Liden, Chair
Portland Bicycle Advisory Committee
RE: Draft Metro Regional Transportation Plan
DATE: December 15,1999.
Portland's Citizen Bicycle Advisory Committee (BAC) is a group of knowledgeable citizens,
appointed by the City Council to advise Portland's city government on all matters related to
bicycles and cycling. I am writing on behalf of this group to offer some general comments on
the proposed draft Metro Regional Transportation Plan (RTP). We plan to give detailed
comments on specific projects as the RTP review process continues this winter and spring.
• - - -
Funding Recommendation . *
Considering that all bike and pedestrian projects combined make up only around 5% of the -
entire RTP "preferred" budget, the BAC asks Metro to balance this relatively minor investment
against the potential good these projects can do for our region. From both an environmental
and fiscal point of view, Metro should fully fund every bike project on the RTP list — then cut
from the remaining 95% of the "preferred" list to create the "constrained" budget project
list
General Comments
Because of its overreaching importance to the region, the Morrison Bridge retrofit should b'e
funded for completion by 2002 rather than the 2006-2010 time slot. The Morrison, because of
its configuration, is entirely inaccessible to bikes, but makes the most direct connection to the
central city of any Willamette River bridge. '
We would like to commend Metro for designating funding for a range of projects with all
modes of transportation being represented. Especially praiseworthy is that this RTP for the
first time begins to challenge the supremacy of the automobile by proposing project evaluation
standards different from the entirely auto-centric "level of service" system used in the past.
~~ Page - I
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The willingness to tolerate greater levels of automobile congestion, if justified by alternative
criteria, is a significant step forward in creating a truly multi-modal transportation system.
The "preferred" and "strategic" project lists for the draft RTP far exceed the funding which will
be available. As the inevitable winnowing down process proceeds, we ask that the uniquely
cost-effective nature of most bike projects be kept in mind. Considering the small investment
in bicycle facilities to date, the results have been dramatic, as demonstrated by significant
increases in bicycle ridership downtown and in the region. No other form of transportation
combines zero pollution and minimal roadway requirements with an operational range and
speed so aptly suited to the urban environment.
On the other hand, many of the RTP's most costly projects are related to building capacity for
automobiles. As the Metro "Getting There" publication points out, "We cannot build our way
out of congestion." Projects such as the 1-5 freeway connection to the Ross Island Bridge
attempt to do just that. Not only will they require huge amounts of money, they will obviously
promote more automobile use and create new congestion bottlenecks in other locations.
Thanks for considering our comments. We appreciate the efforts you and other Metro
counselors are making towards maintaining and improving our cherished quality of life in the
Portland region.
C: Steve Dotterrer, Portland Office of Transportation
Vic Rhodes, Portland Office of Transportation
Roger Geller, Portland Office of Transportation
Portland City Commissioner Charlie Hales
Page - 2
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Comments on the Draft Regional Transportation Plan dated 11/5/99.
Barbur 1-5 Corridor Study - An integrated corridor study is the top budget
priority of the SWNI Transportation Cortmittee. (Corridor can be defined as
Barbur all the way from 1-405 to Tigard, with special focus on its
relationship with 1-5 and intersections in the designated hi volume areas
(potential WPTC and Barbur Main Street). Front Avenue should be included in the
discussion since it may be a key HOV or Bus element. Integrated infers
including transit, pedestrian, bike and auto access to local activity centers
and to transit; rerouting nonlocal traffic with increased southbound access to
1-5; and design treatment. Study infers technical as well as historic/vision
input and solutions from Tri-Met, ODOT, Metro, PDOT, SW Neighborhoods, and
the SW business community. There is money for this project in a variety of
separated projects in the RTP which should be combined and studied before
solutions are implemented.
Urban Trails - Now is the time to realize implementation of citizen labor.
Include the 7 identified Urban Trails in the RTP. While the current RTP only
discusses a need for 'connections for pedestrians', we have in our hands
mapped routes indicating throughout the southwest where citizens want to
walk between neighborhoods, town centers, schools, buses, parks, work and
other activity centers. The maps show how to utilize existing and unbuilt
streets, parks, schools, and in a very few places, private rights of way to
supply ped access in a most inexpensive fashion. A copy of the alignment of
the 7 trails is attached, (see Portland Pedestrian Program Map 6/10/99)
(not sent with the email edition of this note)
The ped/bike maps in the RTP are small and very difficult to read. They
should be the same size as the traffic and transit maps.
OHSU area has no Metro Designation
The area around OHSU is not designated anything other than a local
neighborhood. This seems like a serious omission since this is the foremost
employer in the region. The pedestrian and bike routes leading to this area
need attention, as does the entire area around the institutions. I think a
designation equivalent to a main street in preference should be developed
and assigned to this area. Similar treatment might be considered for Lewis
& Clark College, possibly also Portland Community college.
Street Designations:
There is a lack of a definition of Barbur Main street - this could come out
of the above mentioned corridor study.
Lack of a collector in the Washington County/Washington Square area,
(potentially Taylors Ferry west of 62nd).
Other Pedestrian and Bicycle Changes:
The Hillsdale Town Center Plan proposes a bicycle locker facility as a bike
park and ride. Funds to do demonstration project for such a concept should
be provided.
An alternate Pedestrian and Bike route around the very dangerous Barbur Blvd
segment is to follow SW Ralston from Barbur to SW Terwilliger, where the
biker/walker can then proceed safely along Terwilliger to Capitol Highway or
Barbur.
Funds for traffic calming in pedestrian districts should be included.
(The Portland Pedestrian Master Plan provides for using traffic calming in
Pedestrian Districts as an alternative to providing expensive sidewalks.)
Street Design Example list - include a bike/ped combination design to
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increase multimodal use of our steep limited width streets in SW Portland.
We propose a standard of a sidewalk on the side of the street going downhill
with no bike lane on that side, and a climbing bike lane (but no sidewalk)
on the side off the street going up hill.
South Portland Circulation Study implementation, #1027 - having been on the
CAC, the $40 million price tag is new and not reasonable, the funds could be
better spent on other unmet needs in SW Portland.- There is a lack of
consensus on this project. The regional freeway connections #1031 seems a
much higher priority and would have a very positive affect on the CTLH
neighborhood and help traffic flow in SW Portland the region in total.
A new on ramp to southbound 1-5 from Barbur Blvd. This project must be added
to relieve 5 miles of traffic congestion down the Barbur corridor and
especially at Barbur/Capitol Hwy/Taylor's Ferry intersection.
Barbur is not now a safe bikeway. It is not a viable southbound route
unless there is a safe way to cross the turning (upper) Capitol Hwy traffic
and a widening of the Newberry and Vermont structures to provide a safe
biking environment.
Project 1195 should be defined to start at Naito/Lane rather than
Terwilliger and go to city limits. This is to implement the Barbur
Streetscape Plan adopted by the Portland City Council 12/8/99.
Project 1200 should include a pedestrian overpass over Barbur as well as
over 1-5. Missing also is the 1-5 & Macadam pedestrian/bicycle overpass at
Gibbs or Whitaker which will provide access to the North MacAdam project
area.
Citizen Review: We need subregion reviews added to the process which
permit in depth review of the projects by the people who. drive, bike and
walk our streets. The. citizens are totally uninformed about the traffic
management facilities that have been proposed. Current projects are largely
based on expensive street improvements for lengthy sections of a limited
number of streets . Given the very high percentage of substandard
transportation infrastructure in SW Portland (especially compared to other
areas), the needs would more realistically be addressed within budget by
targeting much smaller sections of more streets; citizen review should help
prioritize expenditures and their timing.
Process from this point forward:
We need a clear understanding of the process to be followed from this point
forward. Please add the SWNI Transportation Committee to the mailing list
for all transportation related announcements coming from Metro.
Don Baack
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Southwest Urban Trails Plan Project
Project Description
The purpose of the Southwest Urban Trails Plan Project is to increase pedestrian access
throughout a challenging district of the City of Portland, Oregon. The plan identifies a primary
network of pedestrian routes that use a combination of city streets and trails to link pedestrians to
transit, schools, parks, neighborhood shopping and recreational opportunities. The plan is
scheduled to be completed in April, 2000.
The principal elements of the plan are:
• Improvements as needed on existing public streets, including walkways, sidewalks and
street trees
• New and improved trails, pathways and stairways to make connections through parks and
across unimproved public right-of-way where the street network is discontinuous
• Crossing improvements at major intersections
• Recommendations for signing and wayfinding
Project Background
The Southwest district of Portland is characterized by hilly terrain, numerous environmentally
sensitive areas, a street network that is not well connected, and a lack of pedestrian facilities on
many existing streets. This urban form has severely limited pedestrian access to destinations
throughout the district.
In 1996, a group of Southwest neighbors came together to address the need for convenient
walking routes in Southwest Portland. This ad hoc group of committed grassroots activists has
since become a sanctioned special committee of the district coalition of neighborhood
associations, Southwest Neighborhoods, Inc. (SWNI). In July, 1998 the City of Portland Office
of Transportation (PDOT) became a partner in the Southwest Urban Trails Project. Working
together with the community a plan is being developed that will identify the primary trail
network, outline issues regarding design, construction and land acquisition, and develop
recommendations for funding and construction.
Opportunities
The Southwest Urban Trails Plan Project offers many unique opportunities. These include
• Opportunities for collaboration and partnership with private and public sectors
• Opportunities for neighborhood "sweat equity" in trail construction
• Opportunities to enhance and enjoy environmentally sensitive areas
• Opportunities to celebrate the history and character of the district
For more information, or to add your name to the mailing list call 823-7070.
October, 1999 City of Portland Office of Transportation
1120 SW Fifth Avenue, Room 802
Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 823-7070
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Southwest Urban Trails Plan Project
Draft Map of Primary Urban Trails Network
LEGEND
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Approximate scale = 1 MO.000
Portland Pedestrian Program
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RTP Public Comment Report
VII. Phone Calls
RTP Phone Log
October , 1999
Eric Einspruch
20380 SW York
Aloha, OR 97006
The RTP plan should emphasize public transportation, bicycling, and pedestrian traffic as means toward a
cleaner environment and less dependence on fossil fuels.
October , 1999
Marian Drake
1705 SE Morrison #4
Portland, OR 97214
Need to fund more walkways and bikeways. There also needs to be more education on bike safety and
noise pollution. Congestion is an ongoing problem that needs to be addressed.
October 22, 1999'
Ed Zumwalt
(503)654-2493 1:30pm.
Mr. Zumwalt was upset that light rail to Milwaukie was still proposed in the RTP. He expressed frustration
that his (and other Milwaukie residents) concerns were not being heard. I explained that the RTP is a 20-
year plan for addressing growth in the region and that the plan was also intended to implement the 2040
Growth Concept - which is a forty year vision for addressing growth in the region. I let him know that the
growth concept calls for light rail to all regional centers. I told him that there is a lot of population and job
growth expected to occur in Clackamas County (as well as other parts of the region) and that we are doing
our best to try to identify transportation solutions to address that growth - including consideration of all
sorts of alternatives. I talked to him about how we were trying to learn from the previous process and were
considering other "interim" solutions to address traffic along 99E and Highway 224 as part of the South
Corridor Bus Study, but that light rail to Clackamas regional center was still part of our 20 and 40-year
visions.
I encouraged him to continue expressing his views as the RTP adoption process continues, and let him
know that we are listening. He acknowledged that if the South Corridor Study was looking at other
alternatives, that was a good thing.
November 23, 1999
Bill Strand
(503)297-0381
Mr. Strand called to inquire whether there was an intersection improvement included in the Strategic
System at the Raleigh Hills Town Center Intersection of Scholls Ferry, Beaverton Hillsdale Highway and
Olson Road.
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RTP Public Comment Report
VIII. Appendix
"During the past five years,
residents have joined with
loca'l governments from across the region to
identify how we can best meet our future
transportation needs to the year 2020.
Regional elected officials are seeking com-
ments on the Regional Transportation Plan's
recommended motor vehicle, transit, pedes-
trian, bicycle and freight projects, and on
ways to finance these long-term needs.
In addition, state and regional decision-
makers need your input about transporta-
tion projects on the state system proposed
for priority funding with part of the recently
passed increase in the gas tax and vehicle
registration fees.
Metro Regional Services
Creating livable communities
Oregon Department
of Transportation
Help shape our
transportation future
Public comment meetings
Come to one of the following meetings to
learn more and to comment:
5:30 p.m. Wednesday, Oct. 20
Conestoga Middle School
12250 SW Conestoga Drive
Beaverton
5:30 p.m. Thursday, Oct. 21
Gresham City Hall
1333 NW Eastman Parkway
Gresham
5:30 p.m. Tuesday, Oct. 26
Metro Regional Center
600 NE Grand Ave.
Portland
5:30 p.m. Thursday, Oct. 28
Monarch Hotel
12566 SE 93rd Ave.
Clackamas
For more information, call Metro's
transportation hotline, (503) 797-1900,
option 2, or visit www.metro-region.org.
For ODOT, call 731-8245 or visit
www.odot.state.or.us/stip/
99686 RTF Outreach Ads
6" x 6"
Oct. 8, 1999
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Help shape our transportation future
Louring the past five years, residents have
joined with local governments from across
the region to identify how we can best meet
our future transportation needs. Now it's
time to take a final look at the Regional
Transportation Plan - our 20-year blueprint
for the region's transportation system -
before it is finally adopted.
Regional elected officials are seeking com-
ments on the plan's recommended motor
vehicle, transit, pedestrian, bicycle and freight
projects, and on ways to finance these long-
term needs.
In addition, state and regional decision-
makers need your input about transportation
projects on the state system proposed for
priority funding with part of the recently
passed increase in the gas tax and vehicle
registration fees.
Metro Regional Services
Creating livable communities
Oregon Department
of Transportation
Public comment meetings
Come to one of the following meetings to
learn more and to comment:
5:30 p.m. Wednesday, Oct. 20
Conestoga Middle School
12250 SW Conestoga Drive
Beaverton
5:30 p.m. Thursday, Oct. 21
Gresham City Hall
1333 NW Eastman Parkway
Gresham
5:30 p.m. Tuesday, Oct. 26
Metro Regional Center
600 NE Grand Ave.
Portland
5:30 p.m. Thursday, Oct. 28
Monarch Hotel
12566 SE 93rd Ave.
Clackamas
For more information, call Metro's
transportation hotline, (503) 797-1900,
option 2, or visit www.metro-region.org.
For ODOT, call 731-8245 or visit
www.odot.state.or.us/stip/
99686 RTP Outreach Ads
6" x6"
Oct. 8, 1999
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rt,iiig, litA, copies, stamps,
Private Mailboxes, Cards & Postcards
"Shop the Boulevard
and Ship it at Abbacy Post"
503-231-4834 Fax 503-231-4859
:EJTaarK, edgy, schizophrenic vision
of inexorable tragedy.
Lorca would have probably
enjoyed Jerry Mouwad, Imago co-
director's double-take on his play.
His interest in the ancient animos-
ity between the lure of love and
the insistence of familial obliga-
tion, as well as the struggle be-
Help shape the
transportation choices
for our region
Join us at a meeting and learn more
about Metro's draft Regional Transpor-
tation Plan and the Oregon Department
of Transportation's proposed Supple-
mental Statewide Transportation Im-
provement Program. Your comments
are encouraged.
Metro Regional Services
Creating livable communities
Oregon Department
of Transportation
Public meetings
5:30 p.m. Wednesday, Oct. 20
Conestoga Intermediate School
12250 SW Conestoga Drive, Beaverton
5:30 p.m. Thursday, Oct. 21
Gresham City Hall
1333 NW Eastman Parkway, Gresham
5:30 p.m. Tuesday, Oct. 26
Metro Regional Center
600 NE Grand Ave., Portland
5:30 p.m. Thursday, Oct. 28
Monarch Hotel
12566 SE 93rd Ave., Clackamas
For more information, cali Metro's
transportation hotline, (503) 797-1900,
option 2 or visit our web site at
www.metro-region.org
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RTC
For Immediate Release - October 14, 1999
Portland Transportation Committee Includes Delta Park 1-5
Improvement on $600 Million ODOT Bond Program List of Projects
Metro's Joint Policy Advisory Committee on Transportation (JPACT) approved a list of
projects for public comment that would be funded with a $600 million Oregon
Department of Transportation (ODOT) bond program. The Oregon Legislature
authorized the bond program through an additional 5-cent gasoline tax.
The Delta Park project on Interstate 5 (1-5) south of the Columbia River has long been
recognized as a bottleneck to freight and commuters. The proposed $13 million dollar
project would widen a small segment of 1-5 south of Delta Park to Lombard Street to
partially relieve a long-standing traffic congestion spot on 1-5 southbound.
1-5 is the primary economic lifeline for freight, business and commuters on the West
Coast. The segment of 1-5 from Vancouver to Portland provides access to deep-water
shipping, up river barging, and two transcontinental rail lines. 1-5 is currently the most
congested segment of the regional freeway system in the Portland/Vancouver area.
Without attention, the future level of traffic congestion on this transportation corridor will
threaten the Hvability and economic vitality of the Portland/Vancouver region.
Metro and ODOT are holding a series of meetings to get public comment on which
projects to fund through the $600 million bond program. Opportunity to provide
comment is available at any of the following meetings:
October 20, 1999, Wednesday, 5:30 p.m.
Conestoga Intermediate School
12250 SW Conestoga Drive, Beaverton
October 21,1999, Thursday, 5:30 p.m.
Gresham City Hall
1333 NW Eastman Parkway, Gresham
October 26,1999, Tuesday, 5:30 p.m.
Metro Regional Center
600 NE Grand Avenue, Portland
October 28,1999, Thursday, 5:30 p.m.
Monarch Hotel
12566 93rd Avenue, Clackamas
Submit Comments to:
Mail: ODOT Supplemental STIP Comments
123 NW Flanders
Portland, OR 97209
Fax:(503)731-8259
Call: (503) 731-8245
Questions Call: Southwest Washington Regional Transportation Council
(360) 397-6067 or E-mail (info@rtc.wa.gov)
1351 Officers' Roui Vancouver, UJashlnqton 98661-3856 360 / 397-6067 fox 360/696-1847 http://iuiuuj.rtc.iu0.90
1-5 Delta Park
bottleneck makes
road projects list
By THOMAS KYLL
Columbian staff writer
For years, southbound Interstate 5 commuters
have complained about a freeway bottleneck just
south of Delta Park, where three lanes narrow to
two.
Now, for the first time the project is on a tenta-
tive list of Portland-area highway jobs mat would
be funded if a series of decisions goes in their fa-
vor.
Huge hurdles, including Oregon voter approval
of a gas-tax increase, are in the way of the $13 mil-
lion Delta Park project
Four public meetings will take place in Oregon
this month to outline the projects, and Clark Coun-
BOTTLENECK//>fease see A6
Weather
Today: High 66, low 38
Details page ES
Sunday: High 68, low 42
Forecast Sunny and nice.
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Bottleneck
Most people affected by project
don't live in Oregon
From Page Al
ty officials say local residents must
turn out in force to promote the bot-
tleneck-breaker if It is to stand any
chance of becoming reality.
Those meetings are not conve-
nient to people in Clark County,
but they're very important if we
want this to go ahead," said Royce
Pollard, Vancouver's mayor. "And
this is an issue not only for com-
muting but also for how it affects
the flow of trade and commerce.
We need people to take time out
and go testify."
Pollard is one of three Clark
County members of a transporta-
tion committee under the auspices
of Metro, the Portland-based re-
gional government The group
voted, with little discussion,
Thursday to add the 1-5 Delta Park
work to the list of possible work in
the Portland metro area.
Significant roadblocks are in the
path of the project not the least of
which is the fact that people most
affected don't live in the state
where lawmakers will make the fi-
nal decision.
Andy Cotugno, Metro's trans-
portation director, said the
agency's list of Portland-area pro-jects totals $335 million. Only $189
million, of $600 million statewide,
would be available from a 5-cent-a-
gallon gas tax increase.
The Oregon Legislature ap-
proved the gas-tax boost but a
challenge by AAA Oregon will ap-
parently force the issue to a public
vote in May 2000.
After the upcoming public meet-
ings, Metro's Joint Policy Commit-
tee on Transportation will narrow
the $335 million list to $189 mil-
lion. The full Metro council then
would review the projects, make
any changes and send them to the
Oregon Transportation Commis-
sion. Its list then would have to be
approved by a board whose mem-
bers are Oregon legislators. Only
then would the bottleneck project
survive the process.
"If s a long road," said Don Wag-
ner, • regional Washington State
Department of Transportation ad-
ministrator and another local rep-
resentative to Metro's Joint Policy
Committee on Transportation.
The list of projects is very much
out of whack with the amount of
money they have."
like Pollard, Wagner said that
the "immediate issue is that
enough people show support for
this project"
It would take only a handful of
other heavily promoted metro
area road projects to bulldoze any
hopes of the 1-5 Delta Park work.
They include a $60 million se-
ries of Sunset Highway improve-
ments that were approved as part
of the westside light rail project
but not yet completed; a $30 mil-
lion job at Interstate 205 and Co-
lumbia Boulevard to improve the
highway link to the Portland Inter-
national Airport air cargo area; a
$70 million stretch of highway
from Interstate 205 east to the
Clackamas industrial area; and a
$24 million Wood Village bypass in
the Interstate 84-Gresham area.
Pollard said he will speak on be-
half of the 1-5 Delta Park work at
one of the public meetings.
Wagner said a representative from
his office will attend two meetings.
The meetings:
• Wednesday: 5:30 pjn., Con-
estoga Intermediate School 12250
S.W. Conestoga Drive, Beaverton,
Ore.
•Thursday: 5:30 pjn., Gresham
City Hall, 1333 N.W. Eastman
Parkway, Gresham, Ore.
• Oct 26: 5:30 p.m., Metro Re-
gional Center, 600 N.E. Grand
Ave., Portland.
• Oct 28: 5:30 pjn., Monarch
Hotel, 12566 93rd Ave., Clacka-
mas, Ore.
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Lengthy list of highway projects up for comment
Most of the work hinges on
approval of a 5-cent-a-
gallon state gasoline tax
By BILL STEWART
THF.OREGONIAN
At first glance, four upcoming
highway meetings look like a waste
of time. But metro-area officials
say citizen comments really will be
put to use.
Officially, the meetings are to
discuss freeway projects that
would be built if a new state gaso-
line tax survives a May 2000 elec-
tion. In the metropolitan area,
however, those comments will be
used to revise a regional plan,
which will receive some money no
matter what happens on the gaso-
line tax.
The public comments will be re-
viewed, then become part of the
regional plan process that will be
completed Dec. 16.
A list, to be revised after the four
meetings, also will be used next
spring to show voters what proj-
ects would be built if the 5-cent-a-
gallon tax survives the vote and is
collected. That tax is intended to
build $600 million of new roads
around the state; $189 million of
that would be in the highway re-
gion that includes the tri-county
area That means some projects
will have to be lopped even if the
gasoline tax survives because the
list totals at least $145 million more
than would be available from the
tax.
Metro Councilor Ion Kvistad,
who heads the areawide Joint Poli-
cy Advisory Committee on Trans-
portation, conceded that "the elec-
tion puts everything at risk."
Andy Cotugno, who directs
transportation planning for Metro,
said each of the four meetings will
be similar, informational material
in one area to peruse and elected
officials in another to take public
comments. To even the flow, indi-
viduals will sign up to speak at spe-
cific times.
Background information will be
available at two Internet sites, and
comments can be presented in
person or by phone, mail, e-mail or
fax. Metro officials report large in-
creases in e-mail use for com-
ments on each new program, from
transportation to green spaces.
ROAD REPORT
Residents of the tri-county area have a chance to review and comment on
a highway construction package that will result if the new gas tax sur-
vives a public vote in May 2000.
DetaKc Available at www.metro.dst.or.us or at one of four upcoming
meetings.
Public cofmntnt!
• E-mail: arthurc8>metro.dst.or.us
• Mall: RTP, Metro Transportation
600 N.E. Grand Ave.
Portland. OR 97232
• Phone: 503-797-1900. option 2
• Fax: 503-797-1949
• Deadline: Dec. 16, but sooner is better.
• Staff tip: Don't Just complain; suggest positive solutions, too.
Meeting schedule
Each of the meetings will open
at 5:30 p.m. The schedule:
• Beaverton: Wednesday at
Conestoga Middle School, 12250
S.W. Conestoga Drive, off Scholls
Ferry Road.
• Gresham: Thursday at Gresh-
am City Hall, 1333 N.YV. Eastman
Parkway.
• Portland: Oct. 26 at Metro Re-
gional Center, 600 N.E. Grand Ave.
• Clackamas: Oct. 28 at Monarch
Hotel, 12566 S.E. 93rd Ave.
The Oregon Department of
Transportation is requiring that
the meetings include nine area
projects with a total estimated val-
ue of between $250.6 million and
$279.6 million. Projects must be
completed within six years,
according to legislators.
The state list includes three
projects on U.S. 26 and Oregon
217 in Washington County, new
connections in Northeast Portland
around Lombard Street/82nd
Avenue/Interstate 205, the first
phase of the Sunrise Corridor in
Clackamas County, work in cen-
tral Milwaulde, and a safety im-
provement on U.S. 30 in Colum-
bia County.
One project with political over-
tones involves a proposed ex-
pressway between Tualatin and
Sherwood. Instead of ordering a
$3 million environmental study of
the project, transportation offi-
cials have voted to push a study of
alternatives and routes.
Another project on the state list
— but ordered erased by local offi-
cials — is a widening of Interstate
5 and a better approach to Inter-
state 84 near the Rose Quarter.
The state estimates the work will
cost $92 million; Portland Com-
missioner Charlie Hales says that's
too much.
"The issue is buildability, and
this project is not," Hales said.
"We should not play games with
people."
Secondary projects
At the meetings, a secondary list
of potential work totaling $84.2
million will offered for comment. It
includes four jobs the area trans-
portation panel wants built and
then handed over to Portland for
maintenance:
• Modernization of Northeast
Sandy Boulevard from 57th Ave-
nue westward.
• Reconstruction of Southwest
Clay and Market streets from Nai-
to Parkway to Interstate 405.
• Modernization of North Lom-
bard Street from Interstate 5 west
to the St. Johns Bridge.
• Modernization of Southwest
Barbur Boulevard from Southwest
Terwilliger Boulevard to the city
limits.
Other work on the secondary
list includes changes in Southeast
Powell Boulevard, which the state
opposes; a new street between In-
terstate 84 and Southeast Stark
Street at 242nd Avenue; removing
the Delta Park bottleneck of Inter-
state 5; and the third phase of the
Kruse Way interchange.
•
You can reach Bill Stewart at
503-294-7670 or by e-mail at bill-
stewart@news.oregonian.com.
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Road projects worth talking about
Officials promise they'll
heed citizen comment on
freeway projects tied to
approval of the gas tax
• y BILL STEWART
IHt-.OHH;ONIAN
At first glance, Tour upcoming
highway meetings look like a waste
of time. But metro-area officials
say citizen comments really will be
put to use.
Officially, the meetings are to
discuss freeway projects that
would be built if a new state gaso-
line tax survives a May 2000 elec-
tion. In the metropolitan area,
however, those comments will be
used' to revise a regional plan,
which will receive some money no
matter what happens on the gaso-
line tax.
The public comments will be re-
viewed, then become pan of the
regional plan process that will be
completed Dec. 16.
A list, to be revised after the four
meetings, also will be used next
spring to show voters what proj-
ects would be built If the 5-cent-a-
gnllon tax survives the vote and is
collected. That tax is intended In
build $600 million of new roads
around the slate; $189 million of
that would he in the highway re-
gion (hat includes the tri-county
area. That means some projects
will have to be lopped even if the
gasoline lax survives because the
list totals at least $145 million more
than would be available from the
lax.
Metro Councilor Ion Kvistad,
who heads the arcawidc lolnl Poli-
cy Advisory Committee on Trans-
portation, conceded thai "the elec-
tion puts everything at risk."
Andy Cotugno, who directs
transportation planning for Metro,
said each of the four meetings will
be similar informational material
In one area to peruse and elected
officials in another to take public
comments. To even the flow, indi-
viduals will sign up to speak at spe-
cific times.
Background information will be
available at two Internet sites, and
comments can be presented in
person or by phone, mail, e-mail or
fax. Metro officials report large in-
creases in e-mail use for com-
ments on each new program, from
transportation to green spaces.
MMtitlf StrxAlIt
Each of the meetings will open
at 5:.10 p.m. The schedule:
• Be.iverton: Wednesday at
Concstoga Middle School, 12250
S.W. Conestoga Drive, off Scholls
Ferry Road.
ROAD REPORT
Residents of the Irl-county area
have a chance to review and
comment on a highway con-
struction package that will r«ull
if the new gasoline tax survives a
public vot« in May 2000.
Dvtalte: Available at www.me-
tro.dst.or.us or at on« of four
upcoming meetings.
PuMk CMmmirt:
• E-mail: arthurc9metro.dst.o-
r.us
• Mail: RTP. Metro Transporta-
tion
600 N.t. Grand Ave.
Portland. OR 97232
• Phone: 503-797-1900. option 2
• fan: 503-797-1949
» Deadline: O K . 16. but sooner
rs better.
• Staff Up: Don't Just complain:
suggest positive solutions, too.
> Gresham: Thursday at Gresh-
am City Hall, 1333 N.W. Eastman
Parkway.
• Portland: Oct. 26 a( Metro Re-
gional Center, 600 N.E. Grand Ave.
• Clackamas: Oct. 28 at Monarch
Hold, 12566 S.P.- 93rd Ave.
The Oregon Department of
Transportation is requiring that
the meetings include nine area
proftcts with < total estimated val-
ue of between 1250.6 million and
$279.6 million. Projects must be
completed within six years,
according to legislators.
The state list includes three
pro|ects on U.S. 26 and Oregon
217 In Washington County, new
connections In Northeast Portland
around Lombard Streel'82nd
Avenue/Interstate 205, the first
phase of the Sunrise Corridor in
Clackamas County, work in cen-
tral Milwaukic, and a safety im-
provement on U.S. 30 in Colum-
bia County.
One project with political over-
tones Involves a proposed ex
presswty between Tualatin and
Sherwood. Instead of ordering a.
$3 million environmental study of
the project, transportation offi-
cials have voted to push a study of
alternatives and routes.
Another project on the state list
— but ordered erased by local offi-
cials — Is a widening of Interstate
S and a better approach to Inter-
state 84. near the Rose Quarter.
The state estimates the work will
cost $92 million; Portland Com-
missioner Charlie Hales says that's
too much.
"The issue is buildability, and
this project Is not." Hales said.
"We should not play games with
people.*
Stcendary projects
At the meetings, a secondary list
of potential work totaling $84.2
million will offered for comment. It
includes four jobs the area trans-
imitation panel wants built and
then handed over to Portland for
maintenance:
• Modernization of Northeast
Sandy Boulevard from 57th Ave-
nue westward.
• Reconstruction of Southwest
day and Market streets from Nai-
to Parkway to Interstate 405.
• Modernization of North Lom-
bard Street from Interstate 5 west
to the St. lohns Bridge.
• Modernization of Southwest
Barbur Boulevard from Southwest
Terwilllger Boulevard to the city
limits.
Other work on the secondary
list includes changes in Southeast
Powell Boulevard, which the state
opposes; a new street between In-
terstate 84 and Southeast Stark
Street at 242nd Avenue; removing
the Delta Park bottleneck of Inter-
stale 5: and the third phase of the
Kruse Way interchange.
»
You can reach Rill Stewart at
SO3-2H4-7670 or by e-mail at bill-
steivan@news.oregonian.com.
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Metro wants to hear
opinions on road plans
Residents can comment on
a long list of projects that
depend on a proposed
nickel-a-gaUon gasoline tax
By BILL STEWART
THE OREGONIAN
At first glance, four upcoming
meetings to discuss highway con-
struction look like a waste of time.
But Portland-area officials say citi-
zen comments really will be put to
use.
Officially, the meetings are to
discuss freeway projects that
would be built if a new state gaso-
line tax survives a May 2000 elec-
tion. In the Portland area, however,
those comments will be used to re-
vise a regional plan, which will re-
ceive some money no matter what
happens on the gasoline tax.
The public comments will be re-
viewed, then become part of the
regional plan process that will be
completed Dec. 16.
A list, to be revised after the four
meetings, also will be used next
spring to show voters what proj-
ects would be built if the 5-cent-a-
gallon tax survives the vote and is
collected. That tax is intended to
build $600 million of new roads
around the state; $189 million of
that would be in the highway re-
gion that includes Washington,
Multnomah and dackamas coun-
ties. That means some projects will
have to be lopped even if the gaso-
line tax survives because the list to-
tals at least $145 million more than
would be available from the tax
Metro Councilor Ion Kvistad,
who heads the areawide Joint Poli-
cy Advisory Committee on Trans-
portation, conceded that "the elec-
tion puts everything at risk.'
Andy Cotugno, who directs
transportation planning for Metro,
said each of the four meetings will
be similar informational material
in one area to peruse and elected
officials in another to take public
comments.
Each of the meetings will open
at 5:30 p.m. The scheduh:
ROAD REPORT
Local residents have a chance to
review and comment on a high-
way construction package that
will result if the new gasoline tax
survives a public vote in May
2000.
Ottate Available at www.me-
tro.dstor.us or at one of four
upcoming meetings.
Public comment:
• E-mail: arthurc@metro.dst.o-
r.us
• Mail: RTP. Metro Transporta-
tion
600 N.E. Grand Ave.
Portland. OR 97232
• Phone: 503-797-1900, option 2
• Fax: 503-797-1949
• Deadline: Dec. 16, but sooner
is better.
• Beaverton: Wednesday at
Conestoga Middle School, 12250
S.W. Conestoga Drive, off Scholls
Ferry Road.
• Gresham: Thursday at Gresh-
am City Hall, 1333 N.W. Eastman
Parkway.
• Portland: Oct. 26 at Metro Re-
gional Center, 600 N.E. Grand Ave.
• Qackamas: Oct. 28 at Monarch
Hotel, 12566 S.E 93rd Ave.
The Oregon Department of
Transportation is requiring that
the meetings include nine area
projects with a total estimated val-
ue of between $251 million and
$280 million. Projects must be
completed within six years.
The state list includes new con-
nections in Northeast Portland
around Lombard Street/82nd
Avenue/Interstate 205.
At the meetings, a secondary list
of potential work totaling $84.2
million will offered for comment.
Included on the secondary list in-
cludes changes in Southeast Pow-
ell Boulevard, which the state op-
poses, and a new street between
Interstate 84 in Wood Village and
Southeast Stark Street in Gresh-
am.
406
PORTLAND
State solicits views on how
to spend highway millions
Public comments about how the
state should spend $600 million on
highways are being gathered by
the Oregon Department of Trans-
portation,
The projects would be built if a 5
cent gas tax is ratified by voters
next May. That tax has been chal-
lenged by the Oregon division of
the American Automobile Associa-
tion.
Information on the proposals
can be found on the state's trans-
portation Internet site, accessed
through odotstate.or.us/stip, or at
a series of meetings being con-
ducted by Metro starting this week.
Comments can be sent to the
state by regular mail at STIP, Ore-
gon Department of Transporta-
tion, 123 N.W. Flanders St, Port-
land, OR 97209; or phoned to 503-
731-8245, or faxed to 503-731-8245.
Deadline for getting comments
to the state is Dec 16.
The Metro meetings, being used
to amend the Regional Transporta-
tion Improvement Plan, will be:
• Beaverton: 530 p.m. Wednes-
day at Conestoga Middle School,
12250 S.W. Conestoga Drive, off
Scholls Ferry Road.
• Gresharn: 5:30 pan. Thursday
at Gresham City Hall, 1333 N.W.
Eastman Parkway.
• Portland: 530 p.m. Oct 26,
Metro Regional Center, 600 N.E.
Grand Ave. ^
• Oackamas: 530 p.m. Oct 28,
Monarch Hotel, 12566 S.E. 93rd
Ave.
Regional Transportation Plan
e - on Metro meeting agenda
^ Metro will hold meetings on the
\» Regional Transportation Plan, a
f 20-year blueprint for the Portland
O area's travel and commuting
needs. Portland-area sessions in-
3 dude:
£ •Tuesday: 5:30 p.m. at Metro
; headquarters, 600 N.E. Grand Ave.
• Thursday. 530 p.m. at the Mon-
arch Hotel, 12566 S.E: 93rd Ave.,
407 near Clackamas Town Center.
West Linn Tidings, West Linu, OR, Thursday, October 21,1999 — A13
Highway 43 upgrades included in 20-year road plan
B-ySTKVK CLARK
For Community Newspapers
Citizens arc being asked in ihc
next few weeks io weigh in on a
20-ycar proposed regional transpor-
tation plan io improve how people
;ind freight get around at a time of
continued population growth and
highly uncertain transportation fund-
nig.
The proposed plan includes a
number of hig and small local road,
transit and pathway projects. Local
projects include reconstructing the
intersection of Highway 41 and Wil-
lainelic Drive; crc;iung a street and
pedestrian boulevard connecting
Highway 41 and the Willamette
Kner along I'imhco Diivc: realign-
ing the intersections ol Stafford
Road and Roscmoni and Borland
roads with (mllie signals; and ad-
ding safety and |K'desinan improve-
ments along Highway 43.
Hearings on the plan began Wed-
nesday in Bcavcrton. Other meet-
ings wil l be held Oct. 21 at Grcsham
City Hall; on Oct. 26 at the Metro
Regional Center in Portland and on
Oct. 2S at the Monarch Hotel in
Clackamas. Each meeting starts at
5:10 p.m.
Metro officials say additional
public hearings will be held over the
next two months before the Metro
Council adopts the transporuition
plan on Dec. 16.
The proposed plan has been
created over the past five years and
includes projects that have been
delayed by funding limitations that
have mounted over the past seven
years.
The 20-year improvement plan
features close to 1,100 projects and
would cost an estimated $4 billion.
But officials project that available
funding sources will add up to only
S970 million over the next two
decades. Metro planners say that
citizen input is important at the up-
coming meetings to indicate what
projects the public thinks arc impor-
tant; when those projects should
occur; and how the work might be
funded.
"When you think about what
bothers you about traffic now, we
arc trying to look 20 years out," said
Cina Whilchill-Ba/.iuk, a Metro
salesperson.
Tom Klostcr, a Metro transporta-
tion planner, said the transportation
plan is initially focused on projects
that improve transportation safety.
Over the long haul, he said, the plan
seeks to complement Metro's land-
use plans that arc tied to 2040
growth management efforts. "The
policy is that we arc going to main-
tain the transportation system first
and expand it next," Klostcr said.
Although the plan is two months
away from adoption, he said citizens
can still shape changes in the plan
by urging changes in priorities for
projects or their timing. But he cau-
tioned for realism.
"I think a lot of what we would
be. hearing is that everything should
be done in the first five years,"
Kloster said. "What people don't
understand is that they arc not going
to sec an immediate fix. What they
arc going to sec arc steps."
The plan proposes to do 25 per-
cent of the recommended projects
from 2000 to 2005; the second 25
percent in the next five years and the
balance of the projects from 2010
through 2020.
Yet the plan doesn't answer how
to overcome the $3 billion projected
shortfall in funding to complete the
plan.
'This isn't a funding document,
it's a (transportation improvement)
plan," Klostcr said.
But the public can give officials
suggestions on how to approach the
funding challenge, said Whitehill-
Baziuk. In addition to the local and
regional transportation projects in-
cluded in the regional plan, Metro
and the state Department of
Transportation also arc seeking
input on nine major regional high-
way projects that would be funded if
ihc S-cent state gas tax and vehicle
registration fee go into effect next
year. The tax hike would allow the
slate to issue $600 million in bonds
to construct highway improvements,
but the lax plan likely wi l l be
referred to voters by AAA Oregon.
The proposed bonding projects
include long-delayed improvements
along Highway 26 in Bcavcrton; im-
provements along 1-5 near 1-84 and
the Rose Quarter, road work to im-
prove freight movement in Clack-
amas and study funding for a bypass
connection between 1-5 and High-
way 99W near Tualatin and Sher-
wood.
> — Lake Oswego Review, Lake Oswego, OR, Thursday, October 21,1999
Public hearings planned on transportation projects
By STEVE CLARK
Rx the Review
Citizens are being asked in the
next few weeks lo weigh in on t
20-yetr proposed regional transpor-
tation plan lo improve how people
and freight get around at a lime of
continued population growth and
highly uncertain transportation fund-
ing.
The proposed plan includes a
number of big and smalt local road,
; transit and pathway projects. Local
projects include repairing the train
. trestles serving the Lake Oswego
I Trolley into fortland; reconstructing
deteriorating A Avenue from Stale
Street lo Third Avenue; adding a
bike lane along Iron Mountain
Bbufevard; realigning the intersec-
tions of S ta f ford Road and
Rosemont and Borland roads with
traffic signals; and adding safety and
pedestrian improvements along
Highway 43 in West Linn.
The first public meeting will be
held at 5:30 p.m. Wednesday at
Conestoga Middle School, I22S0
S.W.
Conestoga Drive in Beavenon.
Other meetings will be held Oct.
21 at Oresham City Hall; on Oct. 26
at the Metro Regional Center in
Portland and on Oct. 28 at the
Monarch Hotel in Clackamas. Each
meeting starts at 5:30 p.m.
Metro officials say additional
public hearings will be held over the
next two months before the Metro
Council adopts the transportation
plan on Dec. 16.
The proposed plan has been
created over the past five years and
include! projects that have been
delayed by funding limitations that
have mounted over the past seven
yean.
The 20-year improvement plan
features close to 1.100 projects and
would cost an estimated $4 billion.
But officials project that available
funding sources will add up to only
$970 million over the next two
decades. Metro planners say that
citizen input is important at the up-
coming meetings lo indicate what
projects the public thinks are impor-
tant; when those projects should
occur; and how the work might be
funded.
"When you think about what
bothers you about traffic now, we
are trying to look 20 years out," said
Gina Whitehill-Baziuk, a Metro
spokesperson.
Tom Kloster. a Metro transporta-
tion planner, said the transportation
plan is initially focused on projects
that improve transportation safely.
Over the long haul, he said, the plan
seeks to complement Metro's land
use plans that are tied to 2040
growth management efforts. T h e
policy is that we are going lo main-
lain the transportation system first
and expand it next," Kloster said.
Although the plan is two months
away from adoption, he said citizens
can still shape changes In the plan
by urging changes in priorities for
projects or their timing. But he cau-
tioned for realism.
"I think a lot of what we would
be hearing is that everything should
be done in the first five years,"
Kloster said. "What people don't
understand is that they are not going
lo see an immediate Tut. What they
are going to see are steps."
The plan proposes to do 25 per-
cent of the recommended projects
from 2000 to 2005: the second 25
percent in the next five years and the
balance of the projects from 2010
through 2020.
Yet the plan doesn't answer how
lo overcome the S3 billion projected
shortfall in funding lo complete the
plan.
"This isn't a funding document,
it's a (transportation improvement)
plan," Kloster said.
But the public can give officials
suggestions on how to approach the
funding challenge, said Whitehill-
Baziuk: In addition to the local and
regional transportation projects in-
cluded in the regional plan, Metro
and the state Department of
Transportation also are seeking
input on nine major regional high-
way projects that would be funded if
the 5-cent stale gas tax and vehicle
registration fee go into effect next
year.
Metro requests public input about
future transportation
Public comment meetings
planned; input from SE residents
requested.
People across the region share a
very important resource: our trans-
portation system. Its health is vi-
tal to our economy, our commu-
nity and our lives. In October,
Metro and the Oregon Department
of Transportation (ODOT) are
holding a series of joint meetings
around the region seeking public
comment on the Regional Trans-
portation Plan, discussing how to
fund the projects in the Regional
Transportation Plan, and which
projects could receive funding
through the Supplemental State-
wide Transportation Improvement
program (with part of the revenue
from the increase in gas tax and
vehicle registration fee recently
approved by the Oregon Legisla-
ture).
Regional Transportation
Plan
Metro has spent the past several
years working with our local part-
ners as well as citizens, commu-
nity groups, and businesses to up-
date the Regional Transportation
Plan. The plan outlines the prior-
ity projects for roads; as well as
alternative transportation options
such as bicycling, transit, and
walking. It also works to ensure
that all layers of the region's trans-
portation system work together in
the most effective way possible.
In addition to discussion on indi-
vidual projects, citizens are en-
couraged to talk about ways to
help finance these long-term trans-
portation needs. To receive more
information, or a complete list of
projects in your area of interest,
stop by Metro or call Metro's
transportation hotline at 797-1900
option 2. Leave your name and
address and ask for, "Getting
There."
Supplemental Statewide Transpor-
tation Improvement Program
The 1999 Legislature recently
passed a 5-cent increase in the
state gas tax and a $5 increase in
the annual vehicle registration fee.
Part of these increases will fund a
program to pay for highway
projects statewide. In Clackamas,
Columbia, Hood River,
Multnomah and Washington coun-
ties, there is $189 million avail-
able over a six-year period for
highway projects. An initial list
of projects and project selection
criteria is available by calling 731-
8245. The complete list of
projects, with additions by the
Joint Policy Advisory Committee
on Transportation, will be avail-
able on October 15,1999.
Use the public meetings to learn
more and provide input on both the
Regional Transportation Plan and
the Supplemental Statewide
Transportation Improvement Plan:
5:30 pm, Tues., October 26
Metro Regional Center
600 NE Grand Avenue, Portland
Submit testimony on Regional
Transportation Plan to:
Mail:Metro0RTP Comments
600 NE Grand Avenue
Portland, OR 97232
Fax: (503)797-1794
E-mail: aithurc@metro.dstoc.us
Call: (503) 797-1900
Submit testimony on Supplemen-
tal Statewide Transportation Im-
provement Plan to:
Mail:ODOT0Supplemental STIP
Comments
123 NW Flanders
Portland, OR 97209
Fax: (503)731-8259
Call: (503) 731-8245
410
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Metro, ODOT Plans Need Public Comment
There's no declaration from the governor's
office, but October could well be dubbed
Transportation month in the Portland metropolitan
area. In October, Metro and the Oregon Department
of Transportation (OQ0T) are holding a.series of
joint meetings around die region seeking public
comment a regional and state transportation policy.
The agencies are seeking public comment on the
Regional Transportation Plan, on how to fund the
projects in die Regional Transportation Plan, and on
projects that could receive funding through the
Supplemental Statewide Transportation Improve-
ment program. The latter Isninded with part of the
revenue from the increase in the gastax and vehicle
registration fee recently approved by the Oregon
Legislature.
Sellwood-Moreland residents will be most inter-
ested in the Regional Transportation Plan. Its polices
impact the proposed redevelopment of SE Tacoma
into a neighborhood-friendly street and the propos-
al to retain a two-lane Sellwood Bridge once it is
reconstructed or upgraded.
To receive more information, or a more complete
list of projects in your area of interest, stop by Metro
or call Metro's transportation hotline at 797-1900
option 2. Leave your name and address and ask for,
"Getting there."
The Supplemental Statewide Transportation
Improvement Program is a result of the Legislature's
nickel increase in the state gas tax and a $5 increase
in the annual vehicle registration fee. Part of these
increases will fund a program to pay for highway
projects statewide. In Clackamas, Columbia, Hood
River, Multnomah and Washington counties, there is
$189 million available over a six-year period for
highway projects.
An initial list of projects and project selection cri-
teria is available by calling 731-8245. The complete
list of projects, with additions by the Joint Policy
Advisory Committee on Transportation, will bej
available on Oct 15.
MEETING SCHEDULE: Oct. 20 - 530 p.m.,
Conestoga Intermediate School, 12250 SW
Conestoga Drive/ Beaverton; Oct 21 - 530 p.m.,
Gresham City Hall, 1333 NW Eastman Parkway,
Gresham; Oct 26 • 530 p.m., Metro Regional Center,
600 NE Grand Ava; Oct. j& - 530 p.ia, Monarch
Hotel 12566 SE 93rd Ave/Clackamas.
To submit testimony on Regional Transportation
Plan write to: Metro, RTP Comments, 600 NE Grand
Avenue, Portland, OR'9723Z Or, fax to (503) 797-
1794, E-mail at arthurc@metro.dstor.us, or call (503)
797-1900.
To submit testimony on Supplemental Statewide
Transportation Improvement Plan mail to: ODOT,
Supplemental STIP Comments, 123 NW Flanders,
Portland, OR 97209. Or caU (503) 731-8245.^., ••""
Metro's salmon and watershed bulletin
Transportation:
it's important to everyone
State and regional decision-makers need
your help making decisions about future
regional road, transit, bike and pedestrian
improvements. Please come to one of the
following meetings to discuss the improve-
ments and their funding and comment on
Metro's Regional Transportation Plan and
the Oregon Department of Transportation's
Supplemental Statewide Transportation
Improvement Program:
5:30 p.m. Oct. 20 - Conestoga Intermedi-
ate School, 12250 SW Conestoga Drive, •
Beaverton
5:30 p.m. Oct. 26 - Metro Regional
Center, 600 NE Grand Ave., Portland
5:30 p.m. Oct. 21 - Gresham City Hall,
1333 NW Eastman Parkway, Gresham
5:30 p.m. Oct. 28 - Monarch Hotel, 12566
SE 93rd Ave., Clackamas
For more information, call Metro's trans-
portation hotline at (503) 797-1900 option
2 or check Metro's website at www.Metro-
region, org or ODOT's website at
www.odot.state.or.us/stip/
412
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RTP Public Comment Report
IX. Index
Index of Commenters
1000 Friends of Oregon 81 -82
Achenbach, Lois 14, 22
Anderson, Lenny 37
Angelo, Frank 3,310-312
AORTA 82
Association for Portland Progress 254-261
Atherton, Bill 298-299
Atteberry, Betty . 310-312
Audubon Society of Portland 379-380
Aufenthie, Tom 194,205-207
Baack, Don 16,208-210
Back, Andy 262-264, 390-393
Bain, Don 232-233
Beaverton, City of 5
Beck, Preston 241-249
Becker, Charles 9
Behnke, Bob 2
Bicycle Transportation Alliance (BTA) 316-322
Blehm,Ron 308-309
Bothman, Robert N. 291, 367-368
Brian- 194-195
Brooklyn Action Corps 199-200, 349-350
Brooks, Winslow C. 332-342
Burger, John 181-182
Burkholder, Rex 300-305
Central Eastside Industrial Council (CEIC) 18-19, 41 -43
Chapman, Scott 346-348
Ciarlo, Catherine 316-322
Citizens Against Irresponsible Growth (CAIG) 82-83, 162, 169-171, 369- 372
Citizens for Better Transit 84, 286-290
Citizens for Sensible Transportation 80-81
City of Portland Bicycle Advisory Committee 3 87-388
Clackamas County 250-253, 373-374
Coalition for a Livable Future 80-81,211-230
Collins, Tim - 272-273
CPO-3 291,367-138
Cruz, Serena . 365-366
Culbertson, Colleen 234-235
Curtis, Brent 265-266,328-330
Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) 274-275,294
Derr, Larry 161-162,171
Dotterrer, Steve 324-326
Downing, Kevin 384
Drake, Marian 197, 396
415
Drentlaw, Dan
Durtschi, Kay
East Multnomah County Transportation Committee
Einspruch, Erick
Ellingson, Roger M.
Faber, Gordon
Fagereng, Per
Farrens, Helen
Ferar, June
Forest Grove, City of
Fry, Peter Finley
Galloway, Jim
Gardner, Ann L
Garland, Susan
Gil, Dave
Grant, Eugene
Gresham, City of
Hagerbaumer, Chris
Haley, Richard A.
Hammond, Chris
Happy Valley, City of
Hellman, Walt
Hernandez, Ron
Hillsboro, City of
Historic Milwaukie Neighborhood Association
Homestead Transportation Committee
Houck, Mike
Howell, Jim
Huff, Leo M.
Hughes, Rowena
Jones, Dick
Kappa, Rob
Katsion, Gary
Kaye, John
Kelley, Sharron
Kennemer, Bill
Kepche, Michael
Kerbaugh, Edith
Kidd, Richard
Kingsley, Wayne
Kittleson & Associates
Kraushaar, Nancy J. T.
Lahsene, Susie
Lake Oswego, City of
Larrance, Steve
Leupold & Stevens, Inc
381-382
17-18
362-364
396
193
354-361
14-15
15
3
386
31
9
254-261
343
183-184
52,193-194,202-204
9
282-284, 375-376
8
18-19,41-43
52, 194
169
296-297
332-342,354-361
54
15
379-380
48, 49, 82, 85-94
198
9
54,313-315
53
171
310-312
362-364
374
17,50
52
386
18-19.41-43
171
331
276-279
55
82-83, 95-154,162,170-171, 369-372
82, 327
416
Lewellan, Art 20
Liden, Keith 387-388
Liebe, Annette 274-275
Linn, Diane 365-366
Long,RianK. 196-197
Mapiewood Neighborhood Association 231 -233
Marsh, Langdon 294
McConnell, Jim 377-378
McFarland, Jane 276-279
McFarling, Kenneth 19, 44-45
McGuinn, Pat . 306-307
Meadows Home Owners Association 169
Metro " 272-273,298-299
Miller, John 344-345
Milwaukie Citizen Forum 52
Moore, Brian 285
Multnomah County 365-366
Multnomah County Aging and Disability Services 377-378
Multnomah County Cities 292-293
Multnomah Neighborhood Association 169-171
Naito, Lisa 365-366
Nordberg, Dave 274-275
Norris, Beggs & Simpson 323
North, Julie 52, 65-69
O'Brien, Audrey 274-275
Oregon City, City of 331, 385
Oregon Department of Transportation (ODOT) 198, 267-271
Oregon Environmental Council (OEC) 282-284, 375-376
Oregon Transportation Institute 2
Packard, Dan 195
Persey, Jim 383
Peterson, James 169-170
Peterson, Lynn 81-82
Phillippi, Marie 199-200,349-350
Plaster, Wayne 296-297
Polani, Ray 84,286-290
Port of Portland 241-249,276-279
Portland Bicycle Advisory Committee 183-184
Portland State University (PSU) 52, 65-69, 195-196
Portland, City of 201,324-326
Ragan, Smiley M. 13
Retail Task Force 171
Rogers, Roy 351-353
Ross, Richard 292-293
Roth, Penny 16, 280-281
Royce, Francie 201
417
RTP CAC
Russell, Pat
Sandoz, Rod
Sandy, City of
Schoenheit, Eugene
Schoening, Mark
Schwabe Willimason & Wyatt
Shannon, Robert E.
Sierra Club Oregon Chapter
SMILE
Smith, Gene
St. John's Truck Strategy Advisory Committee
Stanton, Cathy
Stein, Beverly
Stein, Deborah
Strand, Bill
Sucec, Martie
SW Neighborhoods
Taylor, Mary
Tigard, City of
Tipton, Ernest
Troutdale, City of
Vanderslice, Ellen
Waggoner, Don
Wanvig, Wes
Washington County
West Linn, City of
Westside Economic Alliance
Whisnant, Bruce
Whitlow, Mark
Willamette Pedestrian Coalition
Williams, Dave
Williams, John F.
Williams, Ross
Wisner, Julie
Worthington, Jim
WRNA
Young, Randall O.
Zumwalt, Ed
14,22
236-240
250-253
10
54
55
202-204
55,187-188
346-348
384
10
297-297 •
5
365-366
324-326
396
170-171
16,208-210
231
284
195-196
9
295
82,327
55 .
262-266,328-330,351-353
381-382
310-312
197
171
295
267-271
385
80-81,211-230
389
11
17
323
54,396
418
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